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These plans document the objectives and actions required to comply with the monitoring of 

Installation Restoration (IR) sites located throughout Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp Lejeune, 

North Carolina. Sites for which monitoring has been proposed are presented in Figure P- 1. For 
these sites, the Department of the Navy (DON), Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune , USEPA Region 

IV (USEPA), and North Carolina Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources 

(NC DEHNR) have agreed upon the selected remedial alternative for each site, as stipulated by their 

respective Record of Decision (ROD) documents. These plans provide the specifications to perform 

the environmental sampling portion of the long-term monitoring alternative. The specifications for 

environmental sampling, required as part of the monitoring program, include: frequency of 

sampling; report findings; sample locations; sample collection methods; and analytical requirements. 

The data collected during monitoring will be provided to the DON, Marine Corps Base Camp 
Lejeune, and regulatory agencies, on a quarterly or semiannual basis as stated in the signed ROD 

for each site. In addition to the modifications and revisions to the monitoring plan for each of the 

sites will be provided and implemented based on regulator approval. The plans provided in this 

document will be subject to revision during the period of performance, prior to five year regulatory 

review. 
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1.0 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this monitoring work plan is to fulfill the requirements of the final Record of 

Decision (ROD) for Operable Unit No. 4 (Sites 41 and 74), signed on December 5, 1995. 

Documents which pertain to the accepted remedial alternative for Sites 41 and 74 are as follows: 

0 Final Remedial Investigation Report - May 8, 1995 

0 Final Feasibility Study - May 8, 1995 

0 Final Proposed Remedial Action Plan - May 8, 1995 

0 Final Record of Decision - June 22,1995 

0 Revised Final Record of Decision - October 17, 1995 

The selected remedy for groundwater and surface watei: at Site 41 is the implementation of 

institutional controls and monitoring. In accordance with the ROD a groundwater, surface water, 
and sediment sampling program is required to: periodically sample existing groundwater monitoring 

wells, periodically collect surface water and sediment samples from the seeps, upgradient and 

downgradient locations in the unnamed tributary. This remedy provides a permanent long-term 

solution since the contaminant levels are marginal, and periodic sampling is a reliable means of 

tracking contaminant migration. 

The selected remedy for groundwater at Site 74 is the implementation of institutional controls and 

monitoring, which will include periodic groundwater sampling of existing monitoring wells and the 

restriction of groundwater usage in the vicinity of the site. Due to the marginal contaminant levels, 

this periodic sampling is reliable means of tracking contaminant migration. 

The selected remedial alternative for Sites 41 and 74 was approved by the following parties: 

0 LANTDIV - Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division 
0 Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune 
l USEPA, Region IV 
l North Carolina Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources 
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The implementation of these monitoring plans and any modifications may require an amendment 

to-the final ROD. In addition to the approval provided by these agencies a meeting was held to 
inform the public about the selected alternative for each of the sites. A thirty day comment period 

followed this meeting after which time the final ROD was signed. 

In order to fulfill the remedial alternative provided in the final ROD, samples from five groundwater 

monitoringwells (41-GWI 1,41-GW02,41-GWl2,41-GWlO, and 41-GWl IDW) and eight surface 

water and sediment samples (three from Tank Creek, three from the unnamed tributary, and two 

from two separate drainage ditches) will be collected at Site 41. Additionally, four groundwater 

monitoring wells (74-GWO 1,74-GWO2,74-GW03A, and 74-GW07) will be sampled at Site 74. The 
sampling will be conducted on a semiannual basis for selected analyses that are outlined in 

Section 3.3 of the Work Plan. 
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2.0 BACKGROUM) 

Baker Environmental, Inc. (Baker) initiated a Remedial Investigation (RI) to characterize potential 

environmental impacts and threats to human health resulting from previous storage, operational, and 

disposal activities at Sites 41 and 74. The RI was initiated in January 1994 and concluded in March 

1994. In August 1994, selected monitoring wells at Sites 4 1 and 74 were re-sampled using a low- 

flow purging technique to obtain representative groundwater samples for total and dissolved 

metals analyses. In addition, a second round of surface water and sediment samples were collected 

at Site 4 1 to better characterize potential ecological impacts. A final RI report was issued in May 

1995. A Feasibility Study (FS) was performed from September 1994 through April 1995. A final 

FS was issued in May 1995. The final alternatives were documented in the final Record of Decision 

(ROD) issued on October 17, 1995 consisting of the following: 

A groundwater, surface water, and sediment sampling program would be initiated at Site 41 under 

this alternative. The sampling would initially be conducted semiannually. Once a stable or 

decreasing trend in contaminant levels was observed, sampling would be reduced to an annual basis. 
Additionally, institutional controls would include providing restrictions in the Base Master Plan on 

groundwater usage and on the installation of potable water supply wells within a 500-foot radius of 

the site boundary. 

A groundwater sampling program would be conducted at Site 74 on a semiannual basis until a stable 

or decreasing trend in contaminant levels is observed. Once a reliable trend is established, sampling 

would be reduced to an annual basis. Additionally, institutional controls would include providing 

restrictions in the Base Master Plan on groundwater usage and on the installation of potable water 

supply wells at the site. 

Background information pertaining to Sites 4 1 and 74 has been documented in the following reports: 

l Baker Environmental, Inc. Remedial Investigation Report. Ouerable Unit No. 4 (Sites 4 1 

and 74) for MCB Camn Leieune. North Carolina. Final. Prepared for the Department of 
the Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division, Norfolk, Virginia. 

May 1995. 
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. . 
0 Baker Environmental, Inc. Baseline T,onn-Term mnltormg Study. Ope rable Unit No. 4 

[Sites 41 and 74) for MCB Camp-J,ejeune. North Carolinn. Draft. Prepared for the 

Department of the Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division, 

Norfolk, Virginia. 1996. 

l Environmental Science and Engineering, Inc. Site Summarv ReDOa. Final. Marine Corps 

Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. Prepared for the Department of the Navy, Naval 

Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division, Norfolk, Virginia. ESE Project 

No. 49-02036. 1990. 

0 Water and Air Research, Inc. Initial Assessment Study of Marine Corns Base Camn 
J ,eieune. North Carolina. Prepared for Naval Energy and Environmental Support Activity. 

1983. 
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3.0 MONITORING TASKS 

3.1 SamdinP 

The sampling locations included in the monitoring program at Sites 41 and 74 are based upon the 

results of laboratory analyses from both the remedial investigation and the baseline long-term 

monitoring study. 

Results from each remedial investigation sampling round were compared to those of select media 

targeted in the baseline monitoring study. Sampling points stipulated m-the baseline monitoring 

study were selected as a result of contaminant levels detected during the remedial investigation. 

3.1.1 Site 41 

Five groundwater monitoring wells at Site 41 will be sampled as part of the monitoring program. 

The selected wells include 41-GWO2,41-GWlO, 41-GWll, 41-GWl lDW, and 41-GW12, presented 

on Figure 3- 1. 

Surface water and sediment samples will be collected from eight locations at Site 41, as shown on 
Figure 3-2. These locations include the following: 

0 Unnamed Tributary: 41-UT-SW01 

41-UT-SW02 

4 1 -UT-SW03 

l Tank Creek: 41-TC-SW10 

41-TC-SW11 
41-TC-SW12 

0 Drainage Ditches 41-DD-SW01 

41-DD-SW02 

41-UT-SD01 

41-UT-SD02 

4 l-UT-SD03 

41-TC-SD10 

4 1 -TC-SD1 1 
41-TC-SD12 

41-DD-SD01 

4 1 -DD-SD02 
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These sample identifications were established for the baseline monitoring study (Baker, 1996) and 

must be maintained throughout the monitoring program in order to correlate data obtained during 

this period. 

3.1.2 Site 74 

Four groundwater monitoring wells at Site 74 will be sampled as part of the long-term monitoring 

program. The groundwater wells selected for long-term monitoring include 74-GWOl, 74-GW02, 

74-GW03A, and 74-GW07. 

3.2 Samde Desknation 

In order to identify and accurately track the various samples, all samples collected during this 

investigation, including QA/QC samples, will be designated with a unique number. The sample 

number will serve to identify the investigation, the site, the sample media, sampling location, the 

depth (sediment) or round (groundwater) of the sample, QA/QC qualifiers, and the quarter and year 

in which the samples were collected. 

The sample designation format is as follows: 

Site #-Surface Water Body (optional)-Media and Station # or QAIQC-Year and 

event 

An explanation of each of these identifiers is given below. 

Site# This investigation includes Sites 41 and 74 

Surface Water TC = Tank Creek 

UT = Unnamed Tributary 

DD = Drainage Ditch 
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Media GW = Groundwater 

SW = Surface Water 

SD = Sediment 

Station# Each sample location or monitoring well will be identified with a unique 

identification number. Single digit location numbers must be proceeded by 

a 0 (i.e., 41-GW02) 

QNQC (TB) = Trip Blank 

(ER) = Equipment Rinsate 

(FB) = Field Blank 

Year The number will reference the calendar year the sample was obtained. 

For example: 

96 = 1996 

97 = 1997 

Quarter The last letter of the sample designation corresponds to the quarter 

of the calendar year in which the sample was collected. 

A = First quarter (January - March) 

B = Second quarter (April - June) 

C = Third quarter (July - September) 
D = Fourth quarter (October - November) 

Under this sample designation format the sample number 41-GWl lDW-97A refers to: 

a-GW 1 lDW-97A Site 41 

41-ml lDW-97A Groundwater sample 

41-GWUDW-97A Monitoring well # 11 
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41-GWl lm-97A Deep monitoring well 

41-GWl lDW-BA Year 1997 

41-GWl lDW-978 First quarter 

Under this sample designation format the sample number 41-UT-SW08-97A 

a-UT-SW08-97A Site 41 

4 1 -m-SW08-97A Unnamed Tributary 

4 l-UT-=08-97A Surface Water sample 

4 1 -UT-SWQ&97A Sampling Station #8 

41-UT-SWO8-EA Year 1997 

41-UT-SW08-97e First quarter 

Under this sample designation format the sample number 4 l-UT-SD08-97A 

Q-UT-SD08-97A Site 41 

4 1 -UT-SD08-97A Unnamed Tributary 

4 1 -UT-SD08-97A 

4 1 -UT-SD&$-97A 

4 1 -UT-SD08-%A 

Sediment sample 

Sampling Station #8 

Year 1997 

-- 
4 1 -UT-SDOS-978 First quarter 
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Under this sample designation format the sample number 4 1 -TBO l-97A 

$l,-TBO l -97A 

4 1 -TBO l -97A 

4 1 -TB&97A 

Site 41 

Trip Blank 

Sequential number 

41-TBOl-=A Year 

41-TBOl-97e First quarter 

This sample designation format will be followed throughout the project. Required deviations to this 

format in response to field conditions will be documented. 

3.3 Sample Collection and Analvses 

3.3.1 Site 41 

Groundwater samples will be collected from the identified monitoring wells at Site 4 1. The 

following is the low-flow purge and sampling procedure to be used for obtaining the groundwater 

samples: 

1. The well cap will be removed, and escaping gases will be measured at the well head 

using a Photoionization Detector (PID) or Flame Ionization Detector (FID). This 
will assist in determining the need for respiratory protection. 

2. The well will be allowed to equilibrate to atmospheric pressure, in the event that a 

vent hole was not installed in the well. 
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3. The static water level will be measured. The total depth of the well will not be 

measured as to not stir up the sediment. The total depth will be obtained from 

boring logs. The water volume in the well will then be calculated. 

4. The sampling device intake (virgin, l/4 inch ID polypropylene or polyethylene 

tubing) Will slowly be lowered until the bottom end is 2 to 3 feet below the top of 

the water. Based on water levels, this depth will be a point within the screened 

interval. Next, the water level probe will be placed into the well, just above the 

water. 

5. Purging will then begin. The discharge rate will be measured using a stopwatch and 

calibrated container. The flow rate will be adjusted to ambient flow conditions 

(i.e., no drawdown is observed in the well). Flow rates of less than 1 liter per 

minute (L/min) are expected. 

6. Investigative Derived Waste (IDW) (i.e., purge water) will be discharged onto the 

ground surface at Site 4 1. 

7. The water quality parameters (WQPs), including dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, 

and specific conductance will be measured frequently. Temperature must also be 

measured. These measurements must be recorded in a field log notebook. 

8. Purging will be completed when a minimum of three well volumes have been 

removed and three successive WQP readings have stabilized within 1 O%, or there 

is no further discernable upward or downward trend. At low values, certain WQPs 

(such as turbidity and dissolved oxygen) may vary more than lo%, but have 

reached a stable plateau. 

9. Upon WQP stabilization, groundwater samples will be collected. Samples for 

volatile organic analysis (VOAs) will be collected first, followed by metals, total 

dissolved solids (IDS), and total suspended solids (TSS). Sample containers will 

be labeled prior to collection. 
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10. The sample jars will be stored in a cooler on ice until they are shipped to the 

laboratory. 

The standard operation procedure (SOP) for collection and sampling is located in the SOP section 

of this document. Table 3-l provides a summary of the available well construction details for each 

well included in this monitoring program. Table 3-2 defines the sampling and analysis program for 

the groundwater monitoring wells at Site 41. 

Surface water samples will be collected from eight discrete locations at Site 41. The following is 

the sampling method to be used to obtain the surface water samples: 

1. Surface water samples must be collected from downstream to upstream locations 

to prevent potential migration of contaminants to downstream stations before 

sampling has been conducted, if required. 

2. Samples will be collected by dipping the sample bottles directly into the water. An 

unpreserved, laboratory-decontaminated transfer bottle will be used to fill preserved 

bottles. Additionally, a transfer bottle will be used to fill all bottles if surface water 

is too shallow. Care will be taken when collecting samples for VOAs to avoid 

excessive agitation that could result in the loss of volatiles. Samples will be 

collected in the following order volatile organics then metals. Sample containers 

will be labeled prior to collection. 

3. If sample containers do not contain preservative they should be rinsed at least once 

with the sample water prior to the final sample collection. In addition, the 

sampling container used to transfer the surface water into the sample bottles 

containing preservative will be rinsed once with the sample water. 

4. Temperature, pH, specific conductance, and dissolved oxygen must be measured 

in the field at each sampling station immediately following sample collection. 

5. The sample containers will be stored in a cooler with ice until laboratory shipment. 
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One sediment sample will be collected from eight discrete locations at Site 4 1. The following is the 

sampling method to be used to obtain the sediment samples:- 

1. At each station the sediment sample will be collected after the surface water sample 

has been collected. 

2. Sediment samples will be collected from downstream to upstream locations to 

prevent potential migration of contaminants to downstream stations before 

sampling has been conducted. 

3. One sediment sample from 0- to 6- inches. 

4. The sediment sample interval at each station will be collected with a stainless steel 

hand-held coring instrument (sediment sleeve). A disposable clear plastic liner tube, 

fitted with and eggshell catcher to prevent sample loss, will be used at each station. 

5. The coring sleeve will be pushed into the sediment to a depth of 6-inches or until 

refusal, which ever is encountered first. The sediment sample will be extruded from 

the liner with a decontaminated extruder and homogenized prior to being 

transferred to the laboratory containers. Samples for VOAs will not be 

homogenized. 

? 

6. Sediment for VOAs will be placed directly into the sample container. The sample 

container will be filled completely, without headspace, to minimize volatilization. 

The remaining sediment will be placed into a decontaminated stainless steel bowl 

and throughly mixed utilizing stainless steel spoons. The sample containers for the 

metal analysis will then be filled. Sample jars will be labeled prior to sample 

collection. 

7. The sample containers will be stored in a cooler with ice until laboratory shipment. 

The SOPS for surface water and sediment sampling are located in the SOP section of this document. 
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Table 3-2 defines the sampling and analysis program for surface water and sediment at Site 4 1. All 

sample locations will be displayed by placing a pin flag at the nearest bank or shore, The sample 

number will be marked on the pin flag with indelible ink. 

3.3.2 Site 74 

Groundwater samples will be collected from the identified monitoring wells at Site 74. With the 

following exception, groundwater sampling procedures for Site 41 should be followed for 

groundwater sampling at Site 74: 

1. Upon WQP stabilization, grotmdwater samples for TAL metals should be collected 

first followed by TSS and TDS. 

Table 3-1 provides a summary of the available well construction details for each well included in 

this monitoring program. Table 3-2 defines the sampling and analysis program for the groundwater 

monitoring wells at Site 74. 

3.4 OAIOC 

Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) requirement for this long-term monitoring program 

are limited to trip blanks which is defined below. 

0 Trip blanks are defined as samples which originate from the analyte-free water 

taken from the laboratory to the sampling site, kept with the investigative samples 
throughout the sampling event, and returned to the laboratory with the VOA 

samples. The blanks will only be analyzed for volatile organics. The purpose of 

a trip blank is to determine if samples were contaminated during storage and 

transportation back to the laboratory. One trip blank will accompany each cooler 
containing samples for VOA. 
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Equipment rinsates, field blanks, field duplicates, and matrix spike/matrix spike duplicates will not 

be collected during the long-term monitoring program. The samples collected during the program 

will be considered confirmatory only; therefore, the above QA/QC samples have been eliminated 

from the program. 
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TABLE 3-l 
I 

SUMMARY OF WELL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MAC CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Well No. 

Site 41 

Date 
Installed 

Screen Sand Pack Bentonite 
Top of PVC Ground Surface Boring Depth Well Depth Interval Depth Interval Depth Interval Depth Stick-Up 

Casing Elevation Elevation (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, above 
(feet, above (feet, above ground ground ground ground ground ground 

msl)(‘) msl) surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) 

41-GW02 

41-GWlO 

41-GWll 

41-GWllDW 

41-GW12 

Site 74 

74-GWO 1 

74-G W02 

74-G W03A 

74-GW07 

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

02/04/94 13.93 12.10 14.0 13.0 3.0 - 13.0 1.5 - 14.0 0.5 - 1.5 1.83 

02/06/94 24.69 21.50 16.0 15.0 5.0 15.0 3.0 - 16.0 0.5 - 3.0 3.19 

02/07/94 23.63 21.50 52.0 50.0 40.0 - 50.0 37.0 52.0 35.0 - 37.0 2.13 

02/08/94 8.41 6.40 17.0 16.0 6.0 - 16.0 4.0 - 17.0 2.0 - 4.0 2.01 

1984 NA NA NA 24.5 8.5 - 23.5 NA NA NA 

1984 NA NA NA 26.5 12.5 - 27.5 NA NA NA 

1986 NA NA NA 26.5 I 1.5 - 26.5 NA NA NA 

02/l 8194 34.52 32.4 17.0 16.5 6.5 - 16.5 3.5 - 17.0 1.5 - 3.5 2.12 

Notes: 

NA = Information not available 
(0 = msl - mean sea level 
Horizontal positions are referenced to N.C. State Plane Coordinate System (NAD27) CF = 0.9999216 from USMC Monument Toney. 
Vertical datum NGVD 29. 
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TABLE 3-2 

SAMPLE SUMMARY MATRIX 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

TCL Volatiles TAL hetals Total Total 
(CLP sow (CLP sow Dissolved Suspended 

Location Media OLMO 1.8) ILM03 .O) Solids Solids 

SITE 41 
Groundwater Samples 

41GW02 GW X X X X 

41GWlO GW X X X X 

41GWll GW X X X X 

41GWl IDW GW X X X X 

41GW12 GW X X X X 

Surface Water Samples 

41-UT-SW01 SW X X 

41-UT-SW02 SW X X 

41-UT-SW03 SW X X 

41-TC-SW10 SW X X 

41-TC-SW11 SW X X 

41-TC-SW12 SW X X 

41-DD-SW01 SW X X 

41-DD-SW02 SW X X 

Sediment Samples 

41-UT-SD01 SD X X 

4 1 -UT-SD02 SD X X 

41-UT-SD03 SD X X 

41-TC-SD10 SD X X 

41-TC-SD11 SD X X 

41-TC-SD12 SD X X 

41-DD-SD01 SD X X 

4 l-DD-SD02 SD X X 
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TABLE 3-2 (Continued) 

SAMPLE SUMMARY MATRIX 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Location 1 Media 

SITE 74 
Groundwater Samples 

74GW0 1 1 GW 
74G W02 I GW 

74GW03A 1 GW 

Notes: 

TCL Volatiles 
(CLP sow 
OLM01.8) 

TAL Metals 
(CLP sow 
ILM03.0) 

Total 
Dissolved 

Solids 

X X 

X I X 

Total 
Suspended 

Solids 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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GW = Groundwater 
SW = Surface Water 
SD = Sediment 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

GROUNDWATER SAMPLE ACQUISITION 

The purpose of this guideline is to provide general reference information on the sampling of 
groundwater wells. The methods and equipment described are for the collection of water samples 
from the saturated zone of the subsurface. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This guideline provides information on proper sampling equipment and techniques for groundwater 
sampling. Review of the information contained herein will fwilitate planning of the field sampling 
effort by describing standard sampling techniques. The techniques described should be followed 
whenever applicable, noting that site-specific conditions or project-specific plans may require 
adjustments in methods. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

None. 

4.0 PROCEDURES 

To be useful and accurate, a groundwater sample must be representative of the particular zone being 
sampled. The physical, chemical, and bacteriological integrity of the sample must be maintained 
from the time of sampling to the time of testing in order to minimize any changes in water quality 
parameters. 

The groundwater sampling program should be developed with reference to ASTM D4448-85A, 
Standard Guide for Sampling Groundwater Monitoring Wells (Attachment A). This reference is not 
intended as a monitoring plan or procedure for a specific application, but rather is a review of 
methods. 

Methods for withdrawing samples from completed wells include the use of pumps, compressed air, 
bailers, and various types of samplers. The primary considerations in obtaining a representative 
sample of the groundwater are to avoid collection of stagnant (standing) water in the well and to 
avoid physical or chemical alteration of the water due to sampling techniques. In a non-pumping 
well, there will be little or no vertical mixing of water in the well pipe or casing, and stratification 
will occur. The well water in the screened section will mix with the groundwater due to normal flow 
patterns, but the well water above the screened section will remain largely isolated and become 
stagnant. To safeguard against collecting non-representative stagnant water in a sample, the 
following approach should be followed during sample withdrawal: 

1. All monitoring wells shall be pumped prior to withdrawing a sample. Evacuation 
of three to five volumes is recommended for a representative sample. 

1 
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4. Tubing: Sample tubing such as teflon, polyethylene, polypropylene, or PVC. 
Tubing type shall be selected based on specific site requirements and must be 
chemically inert to the groundwater being sampled. 

5. Other Sampling Equipment: Bailers, Packer Pumps, teflon-coated wire, stainless 
steel single strand wire, and polypropylene monofilament line (not acceptable in 
EPA Region I) with tripod-pulley assembly (if necessary). Bailers shall be used to 
obtain samples for volatile organics from shallow and deep groundwater wells. 

6. Pails: Plastic, graduated. 

Ideally, sample withdrawal equipment should be completely inert, economical, easily cleaned, 
sterilized, and reusable, able to operate at remote sites in the absence of power sources, and capable 
of delivering variable rates for well purging and sample collection. 

4.2 Calculations of Well Volume for Purhq 

The volume of the cylinder of water in a well is given by: 

V,= nr=h 

Where: VW = volume of standing water in well (in cubic feet) 
-IT = pi, 3.14 
r = well radius (in feet) 
h = standing water in well (in feet) 

To insure that the proper volume of water has been removed from the well prior to sampling, it is 
first necessary to determine the volume of standing water in the well pipe or casing. The volume 
can be easily calculated by the following method. Calculations shall be entered in the field logbook: 

1. Obtain all available information on well construction (location, casing, 
screens, etc.). 

2. Determine well or casing diameter (D). 

3. Measure and record static water level (DW-depth to water below ground level or 
top of casing reference point). 

4. Determine the depth of the well (TD) to the nearest O.Ol-foot by sounding using a 
clean, decontaminated weighted tape measure, referenced to the top of PVC casing 
or ground surface. 

5. Calculate number of linear feet of static water (total well depth minus the depth to 
static water level). 



For defining a contaminant plume, a representative sample of only a small volume of the aquifer is 
required. These circumstances require that the well be pumped enough to remove the stagnant water 
but not enough to induce significant groundwater flow from a wide area. Generally, three to five 
well volumes are considered effective for purging a well. 

An alternative method of purging a well, and one accepted in EPA Region IV, is to purge a well 
continuously (usually using a low volume, low flow pump) while monitoring specific conductance, 
pH, and water temperature until the values stabilize. The well is considered properly purged when 
the values have stabilized. 

If a well is dewatered before the required volume is purged, the sample should be collected from the 
well once as a sufficient volume of water has entered the well. In order to avoid stagnation, the well 
should not be allowed to fully recharge before the sample is collected. The field parameters (pH, 
conductance, and temperature) should be recorded when the well was dewatered. 

4.3.1 Evacuation Devices 

The following discussion is limited to those devices which are commonly used at hazardous waste 
sites. Note that all of these techniques involve equipment which is portable and readily available. 

They Bailers - Bailers are the simplest evacuation devices used and have many advantages, 
generally consist of a length of pipe with a sealed bottom (bucket-type bailer) or, as is more 
useful and favored, with a ball check-valve at the bottom. An inert line (e.g., Teflon-coated) 
is used to lower the bailer and retrieve the sample. 

Advantages of bailers include: 

0 Few limitations on size and materials used for bailers. 
0 No external power source needed. 
0 Inexpensive. 
l Minimal outgassing of volatile organics while the sample is in the bailer. 
0 Relatively easy to decontaminate and use. 

Limitations on the use of bailers include the following: 

l Limited volume of sample. 
0 Time consuming to remove stagnant water using a bailer. 
0 Collection and transfer of sample may cause aeration. 
l Use of bailers is physically demanding, especially in warm temperatures 

at protection levels above Level D. 
0 Unable to collect depth-discrete sample. 

Suction Pumps - There are many different types of inexpensive suction pumps including 
centrifugal, diaphragm, peristaltic, and pitcher pumps. Centrifugal and diaphragm pumps 
can be used for well evacuation at a fast pumping rate and for sampling at a low pumping 
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-4. Sampling equipment to be used. 

5. Intended number, sequence volumes, and types of samples. If the relative degrees 
of contamination between wells is unknown or insignificant, a sampling sequence 
which facilitates sampling logistics may be followed. Where some wells are known 
or strongly suspected of being highly contaminated, these should be sampled last 
to reduce the risk of cross-contamination between wells as a result of the sampling 
procedures. 

6. Sample preservation requirements. 

7. Schedule. 

8. List of team members. 

9. Other information, such as the necessity for a warrant or permission of entry, 
requirement for split samples, access problems, location of keys, etc. 

4.4.1 Sampling Methods 

The collection of a groundwater sample includes the following steps: 

1. First open the well cap and use volatile organic detection equipment (HNu or OVA) 
on the escaping gases at the well head to determine the need for respiratory 
protection. This task is usually performed by the Field Team Leader, Health and 
Safety Officer, or other designee. 

2. When proper respiratory protection has been donned, measure the total depth and 
water level (with decontaminated equipment) and record these data in the field 
logbook. Calculate the fluid volume in the well . 

3. Lower purging equipment or intake into the well to a distance just below the water 
level and begin water removal. Collect the purged water and dispose of it in an 
acceptable manner (e.g., DOT-approved 55-gallon drum). 

4. Measure the rate of discharge frequently. A bucket and stopwatch are most 
commonly used; other techniques include using pipe trajectory methods, weir boxes 
or flow meters. Record the method of discharge measurement. 

5. Observe peristaltic pump intake for degassing “bubbles” and all pump discharge 
lines. If bubbles are abundant and the intake is fully submerged, this pump is not 
suitable for collecting samples for volatile organics. 

6. Purge a minimum of three to five well volumes before sampling. In low 
permeability strata (i.e., if the well is pumped to dryness), one volume will suffice. 
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14. Pack the samples for shipping. Attach custody seals to the shipping container. 
Make sure that Chain-of-Custody forms and Sample Analysis Request forms are 
properly filled out and enclosed or attached (see SOP F302). 

15. Decontaminate all equipment. 

4.4.2 Sample Containers 

For most samples and analytical parameters, either glass or plastic containers are satisfactory. 
Cantainer requirements shall follow those given in NEESA 20.2 047B. 

4.4.3 Preservation of Samples and Sample Volume Requirements 

Sample preservation techniques and volume requirements depend on the type and concentration of 
the contaminant and on the type of analysis to be performed. Sample volume and preservation 
requirements shall follow those given in NEESA 20.2-047B. 

4.4.4 Handling and Transporting Samples 

After collection, samples should be handled as little as possible. It is preferable to use self-contained 
“chemical” ice (e.g., “blue ice”) to reduce the risk of contamination. If water ice is used, it should 
be double-bagged and steps taken to ensure that the melted ice does not cause sample containers to 
be submerged, and thus possibly become cross-contaminated. All sample containers should be 
enclosed in plastic bags or cans to prevent cross-contamination. Samples should be secured in the 
ice chest to prevent movement of sample containers and possible breakage. 

4.4.5 Sample Holding Times 

Holding times (i.e., allowed time between sample collection and analysis) for routine samples are 
given in NEESA 20.2-047B. 

5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality assurance records will be maintained for each sample that is collected. The following 
information will be recorded in the Field Logbook: 

0 Sample identification (site name, location, project no.; sample name/number and 
location; sample type and matrix; time and date; sampler’s identity). 

0 Sample source and source description. 

0 Field observations and measurements (appearance; volatile screening; field 
chemistry; sampling method, volume of water purged prior to sampling; number of 
well volumes purged). 
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Standard Guide for - . 
Satnpling . Grouqdwaier Mot@hpg V&l&’ . . I. 

. 

1. scope 
1.1 This guide covers procedures for obtaining valid, 

representative samples from groundwater monitoring wells. 
The scope is limited to sampling and “in the field” pmserva- 
tion and does not include well location, depth, well develop 
mea., design and constru@on, sacening, or analytic4 
Pm- 

1.2 This guide is only intended to provide a review of 
many of the. most commonly used methods for sampling 
groundwater quality monitoring wells and is not intended to 
serve as a groundwater monitoring plan for any specific 
application. Because of the huge and ever increakg number 
of options available, no single guide can be viewed as 
comprehensk The practitioner must make every effort to 
ensure that the methods used, whether or not they axe 
addressed in this guide, are adequate to satisfy the moni- 
toring objectives at each site. 

1.3 This stanabtd may involve hazardous tnateriak oper- 
ations, and eqdpmea This stanalzrd does not purport to 
&dress aft of the safkty problems associated with its ure. It is 
the respokbiky of whoever uses thisstanakd to consuit and 
es&b&h appropriate st&y und heaith ptactkes and deter- 
mine the appiicabilily of regulatory limitations priot to use. 

2. SununsryofGulde. 

. . 

,A 
.-.’ 

2.1 The equipment and procedures used for sampling a 
monitoring well depend on many fkctors..These indude, but 

. an not limited to, the design and construction of the we& 
rate of groundwater flow, and the chemkal species of 
ins Sampling~procedures will be difkrent ifanalyzing 
for trace organi- volatil* ox%ixable species, or trace 
metals is needed. Tbis guide considers all of these &ton by 
discus& equipment and procedun options at each stage of 
the sampling sequence. For ease of organization, the sam- 
pling prorzss can be divided into three stepsz well flushing, 
sample withdrawal,.*and field preparation of samples. 

2.2 Monitoring wells must be flushad prior to sampling so 
that the groundwater is sampled, not the stagnant water in 
the wdl casing. lfthe wdl casing can be emptia this may be 
done although it may be necessary to avoid oxygen contact 
with the groundwater. If the well cannot be emptied, 
procedures must be establiied to demonstrate that the 
sample tepresents groundwater. Monitoring an indicative 
parameter such as pH during flushing is desirable if such a 
parameter can be identified. 

’ This guide is under the jurisdidoo of GTM Committee D-34 on Waste 
Disposal aod is the dirut responsibility of Subcommittee 034.01 on Sampling and 
Monitoring. 

Current edition approved Au& 23 and Oct. 25. 1985. Publishal May 1986. 

* 2.3 The types of species that are to be monitored as well as 
the concentration levels are prime factors for stl&ng 
sampling devices (1, 2)’ The sampling device and all 
materials and devices the water contacts must be constructed 
of materials that will not introduce contaminants or alter the 
analyte chemically in any way. 

24 The method of sample withdrawal can vary with the 
paramctus of interest. The ideal sampling scheme would 
employ a completeIy inert match& would not sub! tic 
sample to negatk pressum and onIy modtratt positive 
pnssure, would not expose the sample to the atmosphere, or 
pnfa&lIy, any Other f3SCOUS atmosphere before conveying it 
to the sample cont@ncr or flow a4.I for on-site anal* 

2.5 ThcdegreeandtypeofcfIbrtand~thatgocsintoa 
sampling program is always dependent on the chemical 
spedcs of interest and the concentration levels of interest. As 
the concentration levd of the chemical species of analytical 
interest dy the work and precautions necessary for 
SampIiag are macaxd. Therefore, the sampling objective 
must dearly be defined ahead of time. For example, to 
prepare equipment for sampling for mg/L (ppm) levels of 
Total Organic Carbon (TOG) in water is about an order of 
magnitude easier than pmpating to sample for pg/L (ppb) 
levds of a trace organic like benxene. The specific precau- 
tions to be taken in preparing to sample for trace organies are 
dintrtntfromthosetobetakw.insamplingfortractmetals, 
No final Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) protocol is 
availabk for sampling of trace organ& A short guldanee 
manual, (3)and an EPA doatmcnt (4) concerning moni- 
toring wdl sampling, including cotiderations for tract 
organicsareaklable. 

2.6 Care must be taken not to cross contamkate samples 
or monitoring wells with sampling or pumping devia or 
materials All samples, sampling devices, and containers 
must be protected from the environment when not in use. 
Water level measurements should be made before the well is 
flushed. Oxidation-reduction potenti& pH, dissolved ox- 
ygen., and temperature measurem ents and filtration should 
all be performed on the sample in the fidd, if possible All 
but temperature measurement must be done prior to any 
significant atmospheric urpasun, if possiillt. 

2.7 The sampling procedures must be well planned and all 
sample containers must be prepared and labeled prior to 
going to the fidd. 
3. Signlflcance and Use 

3.1 The quality of groundwater has become an issue Of 
national concern. Groundwater monitoring wells are one of 

z The boldfhcc numtxm in panmthcscs nzfer to a fist of rcfacncs at the end of 
this guide. 
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43 Another approach to well flushing is to monitor one 

or more indicator parameters such as pa tirnpcram .or 
conductivty and cotidcr the well to bc flushed when the 
indicator(s) no longcr~ The advantage ofthis nxthod 

4s that pumping can be done from any location within tbc 
~aadthevolumeofstorcdwattrprtsenthasno~ 
bearing on the volume of.Water that must bc pumd 
‘Obviously, in a low yielding we& the wcIl may be cmpticd 
beforetbeparam&esstabilhAdisadvantageofthis 
approach is that there is no zssurancc in all situations that 
the talbibd parameters rcpmllt formation water. Ifsigux- 
icant drawdowu has occurr& water from some distance 
away may bc p&d into the scrccu causing a steady 
paramctcr nading but not a reprcscntative read@. Also, a 
suitabk indicator parameter and means of continuously 
measuring it in the field must bc available. 

4.6 Gibb (4,s) has dcscrii a timedrawdowu approach 
usi* a lmowkdgc of the well hydraulics to pnxlict the 
pcrceutagcofsto~watcrcntuinga pump inktncartbctop 
ofthesa#aatanytimeattetflushingbegins.Samplesare 
taken when the pcrcentagc is acceptably low. As Wore, the 
advantage is tbat well volume has no dir& cf%ct in the 
duration of pumping, A current lcnowkdgc of the well’s 
hydraulic cltarac2cxis& is ncussary to employ this ap 
preach. Downivard migration of stored water due to &cts 
other than drawdowu (foi cxamplc density dif%rcnccs) is not 
accotmtcd for in this approach. 

4.7 In auy flushing approach, a withdrawal rate that 
mini& drawdown while saUsf+tg time axstraints 
shouldbcused. Exassivedrawdowu distorts the natural flow 
patterns around a well and can cause contaminanq that wcrc 
not present originally to be drawn into the well. 

5. MaWiqlsaudMsnufacture 
-5.1 The choice of materials used iu the co~cti0n of 

sampling dcvias sbould be based upon a kuowkdgc of wbat 
compounds may bc prcscnt in the sampliug environment 
and how the sample mataials may intuact via Icaching, 
adsorpUo& or catalysis. In some situation PVC or some 
othcrplasticmaybcsufEcicntInotbcfqanallglass 
apparatus may bc ncccsary. 

5.2 Mostanalyticalprotocolssuggcstthatthcdcviasuscd 
in sampling and storing samples for txaoc orgauics analysis 
&g/L levels) must bc constructed of giass or 
TFE-5uorocarbon rrsin, or both. One suggestion adv2sxcd 
by the EPA is that the monitoring well bc coxstrWcd so that 
oulyTl73%5uorocdon tubing be used in that potion of the 
sampliug well that &cuds hm a ftw f& above the water 
table to the bottom of the bortholc. 6 5) Although this type 
of well casing is now commercially avail&& PVC well 
casings an currently the most popular. If adhcsivs art 
avoided, PVC well casiugs a~ acceptabk in many cases 
although their use may still lead to time probkms if trace 
organics arc of conccm. At prscnt, the type of background 
prcscntcd by PVC and interactious~oocuhg bctwccn WC 
and groundwatcr arc not wcU undcrsu~L Tii in the form of 
an organotin stabihr added to PVC, may cntcr samplS 
taken from PVC casing. (9) 

5.3 Since tbc most significaut problem encountcrcd in 
trace organic3 sampling, results from the use of PVC 
adhesives iu monitoring well coustruction, thadcd joints 
might avoid the problem (3.5). Mill&mm per lit& (parts Per 
million) kvcls of compounds such as tctrahydrofuran, 
methykthyl-ketone, and toluenc are found to leach into 
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A NOTE-TakehlrcmRef(21). 
flG 3 Schemdeofthelnver&dSyringeSaampler 

Gbricatc cquipmcnL Unforttmatcly, it isnot totally immune ical Sockty*s committee on cnvironmcrital improvement b 
to ixwrosion that could release mctaIlic oontaminants. Stain- 
less steel comiins various alloying met& some of these (for 

pubIished guidelines for data acquisition and data evaluatk 
which should bc us&l in such environmental cvaluatio 

example Ni) am commonly used as catalysts for various (IO, 12), 
. . reiictious The alloyed constituents of som& stainIcss steels i can be solubilizcd by the pitting action of nonoxidizmg 

* anions tich as dtlotidc, fluoride, and 3n some instances 
sullhte, over a range of pH conditioris. Aluminum, titanium, 
polycthylenc, and other corrosion xsistant materials haye 
ban proposed by some as acceptable mater%, depending 
on gmundwatcr quality and the constituents of interest 

5.8 Where temporarily install& sampling equipment is 
used, the .sampling device that is chosen should be non- 
plastic (unless TFWhtorocarhon), deanable of trace or- 
gan& and must be &anui between each monitoring well 
use in order to avoid eross-wntamination of wells and 

0 sampies. The only way to cusure that the device is indeed 
“dean” and aaxptabie is to analyze laboratory water blanks 
and~~dwaterbIanksthathavebetnsoakadinandpasscd 

6. sanlpliug Equipmeut 
6.1 lhem is a fairy large choia of equipment present 

available for groundwater sampling f&n single screen4 
wdlsaudweIldusttrrThesamplingdcvicescanbccateg 
rid into the folIowing eight basic types. 

6.1.1 DowdYok Colktion Devices: 

through the sampling devia to check for the background 
levels that may result from the sampling materials or from 
fi&i eonditio~ Thus, all samplings for trace materials 
should be accompanied by samples which represent the field 
background (if possible), the sampling equipment back- 
ground, and the laboratory background 

5.9 Additional samples are often takei in the field and 
spiked (spiked-field samples) in order to verify that the 
sample handling procedures arc valid. The American Chem- 

6.1.1.1 Bailer& messenger bailcxq or thief sampIers (I 
14) are examples ofdown-hole devices that probably proti 
validsampIesonathewellhas~flushcd.Thcyan:~ 
practical for removal of large ~olumcs of water. The 
de~~canbtconstructcdinvariousshapesandsizesfiom 
yarkty of mater& They do not subject the sample 1 
pre5surecxtrenles. 

6.1.1.2 Bailers do expose part of the sample to tl 
atmosphere during withdrawal. Bailers used for sampling 
volatile organic compounds should have a sample cock 1 
draft valve in or near the bottom of the sampler allowi 
withdrawal of a sample from the well below the expos 
surha of the water or the first few inches of the SamF 
should be disca&& Suspension lines for bailers and 0th 
samplers should be kept off the ground and free of 0th 
contaminating materials that could be carried into the we 
Down-hole devices are not very practical for use in de 

. . 
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,A tmit. When a depth whcxe .tie sample is to bc collc+cd is’ 

nached. thcuuit is retxicvd l3aauscthc ciiarcna betwan 
. ~~balland~~~vcseatis~~~byapinthat 

blocks vertical moYcment of the. cheek ball, both cheek 
~&es dose simultaneously upon rctricvaL A drainage pin is 
placed into the bottom of the bailg to d&n the sample 
dinctfyintoacollcctiorr~~tonduccthepossibilityofair 
axiclatio~~ lhc auylic model in-F% 2 is t&aded at the 

* midscuion allowing the addition of thxcadcd casing to 
’ iuercasc the sampling volume. 

6.1.1.6 Auothcr approach for obtaining point source sam- 
ples employs a wcightcd rnw or pneumatic ehangc to 
“trip* plugs at cithcr end of an open tube (for example, tube 
water sampler or thief sampler) to dose the &amber (18). 
Famt, Kqmmcnx, and Bacon samplers arc of this vaxicty 
(14,17,19). A simple and incxpcnsivc pneumatic sampler 
was nxcntlydcsuii by Gil&am (20). The devia @ii 3) 
cmsists of a diqxxablc SO mL plastic syringe .madificd by . sawing off the phmgcr and the fingcr grim The syringt is 
then attached to a gas-line by means of a rubber stopper 
asscmbly.Thcgas-lincextendstothcsurfacc~disuscdto 
drive thcstcm-lcss plunger, aud to raise and lower the syringe 
into the hole. When the gas-line is prcssmi& t& rubber 
plunger is hdd at the tip of the syringe. The sampler is then 
lowered into the installation, and when the dcsirc&dcpth is 
rcadtd tltc pnstuc in the gas&c is rcduccd to atmo- 
spheric (or .slightly less) and water enters tbc syringe. The 
sampler is then ntrieved from the installation and the 
syringe detached from the ga&inc, After the tip is seal& the 
syringe is used as a short-term storage container. A number 

ene Tubes 

of thief or messenger devices ,art available in variou 
matcriakandsha~ 

‘6.1.2 Suction Lfz Pumps: 
6.1.2.1 Thxec types of suction lit? pumps arc the dircc 

line, ccn!rifbgal, and p&talk. A major disadvantage of an: 
suction pump- is that it is limited in its ability to x&z watt 
by tbc head available from atmospheric prcssu~ Thus, ifthl 
surfaceofthcwaterismorethanabout25ftbelowthc 
pump, water may not tx withdram The thcorctical suction 
limit is about 34 A, but most station pumps arc capable a 
maintaining a water lift of only 25 ft or less. 

.6.12.2 Many suction pumps draw tbc water throufi 
some sort of volutc in which impcllcq pistons, or 0th~ 
devices operate to indua a ‘vacuum. Such pumps a~ 
probably tmacccptablk for most sampling purposes beca~ 
they arc usually aanstrnctcd of common mat&& such s 
brass or mild s&cl and may cxposc sampks to lubricant 
They o&u induce very low pnssures around rotating van{ 
or other such parts such that degas&g or cvcn cavitatio 
mayoccur.Thcycanmixairwiththc~plcvia~leaE 
in tbc c&n&-and they arc difkult to adcquatcly dca 
bctwecn uses. Such pumps arc aaxptablc for purging 4 
wells, but should ‘not generally bc used for sampling 

6.1.2.3 One cxecption to the above statements is a per 
staltic pump. A pcrktaltic pump. is a self-priming, lo 
volume suction .pump w&h consists of a rotor with pZ 
bearing rollers (21). Flexible tubiig is insertcd around tl 
pump rotor and s&xzed by beads as they revolve in 
circular pattern around the rotor. One end of the tubing 
placed into the well while the other end can be eonnect~ 
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liil capabilities. A battery operated unit 3.6 cm (1.4 in.) in 
diameter and with a 4.5 Lpm (1.2 gpm) flow rate at 33.5 m 
(110 fi) has been developed (27). Another submcrsibk pump 

j 
has% outer diameter of 11.4 cm (4.5 in.) and caxi pump 
water fi-om 91 m (300 fi). Pumping rates vary up to 53.0 

* Lpm (14 gpm) depending upon the depth of the pump (28). 
. . . 6.1.3.3 A submersible pump provides higher extraction 

rates than many other mctbods. Considerable sampk.agita- 
tion xzsults, however, in the well and in&e colkction tube 
during transport. The possibility of introducing trace metals 
into the sample from pump materials also exists Steam 

A 
cleaning of the unit-followed by rinsing with unchlorinatcd, 
deionized water is suggested between sampling when analysis 
for organics in the parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion 
(ppb) range is required (29). 

6.1.4 Gas-Lifr Pumps: 
6.1.4.1 Gas-lift pumps use compressed air to bring a water 

sample to the surface. Water is forced up an cductor pipe 
that may be the outer casing or a smalkr diameter pipe 
insutcd into the wcIl annulus below the water level (30,31). 

6.1.4.2 A similar principle is used for a unit that consists 
of a small diameter plastic iubc p&orated in the lower end 
This tube is.placcd within another tube of slightly iargcr 
diameter. Compressed air is injected into the inner tube; the 
airbubbles through the perforations, thereby lifting the water 
sampk v@ the annulus between the outer and inner tubing 
(32). In pra&c, the cductor line should be submerged to a 
depth equal to 60 9% of the total, submerged cductor length 
during.pumping (26). A 40 % ratio is considered optimal 
although a 30 % submergence ratio is adequate. 
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gas lime closing the sampler check valve and forcing water up 
the sample line. By removixlg the pressure the cycle can be 
repeat& Vacuum can ako be used in conjun&ion with the 
gas (30). The device can be permanen$y installed in the well 
.(33,34,35) or lo%vered~into the well (36,*37). 

645.2 A more complicated two stSge design constructed 
of glass with check valves made of TFEfluorocarbon has 
been constructed (3&39). The unit was designed speciGcahy 
for sample testing for tmce level organics. Continuous flow 
rates up to 2.3 Lpm (0.6 gpm) are possible with a 5.1 cm (2 
in.) diameter unit 

6.1.5.3 Gas diilacement pumps have also been devel- 
oped with multiple functions. The water sample in Fig. 5 
provides piezometric data measurements with an internally 
mounted transducer (40). A sample ‘with its transducer 
exposed externally for piezometric measurements is illus- 
m&d iir Fig. ‘6 (41). The sensor can activate the gas sburceaf ) 
the surf&x to cause sample chamber pmssurimtion at the 
predetermined depth. Another design can be used as a water 
sampler or as a tool for injecting brine or other tracers into a 
well (42). 

6.1.5.4 Gas displacement pumps offer reasonable poten- 
tial for preserving sample integrity because littie of the 
driving gas comes in contact with the sample as the sample is 
conveyed to the surface by a positive ‘pressure. There is, 
however, a potential loss of dissolved gasses or contamina- 
tion from the driving gas and the housing materials. 

6.1.6 Bibdim Pumps: 
6.1.6.1 Bladder pumps, also referred to aS &s+perated 

squeeze pumps, consist of a flexible membrane enclosed by a 
rigid housing. Water enters the membrane through a check 
valve in the vessel bottom; compressed gas kjected into the 
cavity between the housing and bla+Ier foras the sample 
through a check valve at the top of the membrane and into a 
dischuge he (Fii 7). Water is prevented from mtering 
thebladderbythetopchedcMtve.Theproctssisnpcattdto 
cple’ihe water to the surface, Samples taken from depths of 
30.5 m (100 ft) have been reported. . 

6.1.6.2 A variety of design modifications and materials 
arc available (43,44). Bladder materials indude neoprene, 
rubber, ethylene propylene &polymer (E.P.T.), nit&, and 
the fluorocarbon Viton.3 A bladder made of Ti%fluorct 
carbon is also under development (45). Automated sampling 
systems have been developed to control the time benvecn 
pn%sl&ation cycles (46). 

6.1.6.3 Bladder pumps provide an adaptable sampling 
tool due primarily to the number of bladder shapes that arr 
fcasibe. These devices have a distinct advantage over ga! 
displacement pumps in that there is no contact with the 
driving gas. Diidvantages include the large gas volume 
requir& low pumping rates, and potential contaminatiol 
from many of the bladder materials, the rigid housing, o 
both, 

6.1.7 Gas Driven Piston Pumps: 
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pesticides), the sample bottles arc narrow mouth, screw CaP 
i -. ..quan bottles or half-gallon bottks that have been precleaned, 

p+ 
rinsed with the extracting organic solvent and oven dried at 
IOS’C for at least I h. These bottles must be sealed with 

‘. . . 

. 

TFE-guorocarbon lined caps (Note). Samples for organic 
: extraction must be extmcted within, 7 days and analyzed 
‘. within 30 days after.extraction. Special pm-cleaned, solvent 

rinsed and oven-dried stainless steel beakets (one for each 
1 monitoring well) may be used for tmnsferring-samples from 
, the sampling device to the sample containers. ~ . 

NOTE-Wlui cokaing s.mplcs, the bouks should sot k ovcddkd 
or prwhaj with sample before fjliag because oil and other matuiah 
may remain in the bottle. This can cause ~concously high results. 

7.7 For a number of groundwater parameters, the m&, 
meaningful measurements are those made in the field at the 

. time of sample collection orat least at an on-site k&oratory. 
These indude the water levd’in the wdl and parameters that 
sometimes can change rapidly with stomge. A disc&on of 
the vatious techniques for measuring the water levd in the f 

: well is’ contained in a NCASI publication (5) and detaikd 
proceduresare otttImed In aU.S. GeologicaI Survey pub&a- 
tion ‘(SS). Although a disc&on of these techniques is 
beyond the scope of this guide. it is important t6 point out 
that accumte measumtn entsmustbemadebeforeaweRis 
flu&cd or only after it has had sufficient time to xecover. 
parameters ‘that can change rapidly with storage include 
specific conductance, pH, turbidity, redox potenti& dis- 
solved oxygen, and temperature. For some of the other 

. . 

parameters, the emphasis in groundwater monitoring is on 
the concentration of each specific dissolved component, not 
the total concentration of each. Samples for thex types of 
measurements should be filtered through 0.45 pm mem- 
brane filters idcaily in the’ field or possibly at an on&e’ 
laboratory as soon as possible. Analyses often requiring 
filtered samples include,atl metals, radioactivity parameters, 
total organic carbon, dissolved’orthophosphate (if nekdcd). 
and total dissolved phosphorous (if needed) (13, 14). If 
metals are to be analyzed, filter the sample prior to acid 
preservation. For TOC organics, the filter material should be 
tested to assure that it does not contribute to the TOC. The 
type or size of the filter to be used is not wdi understood. 
However, if results of metal, TOC or other parameters that 
could be efkted -by solids are to be compared, the same 
filtering procedure must be used in each case. Repeated 
an+Iytical, results should state whether the sampks were 
filtered and how they were ftitered. 

7.8 Shipment and receipt of samples must be coordinate& 
with the Iabotatory to minimize time in ttansk All samples 
for organic anaIy& (and many other parameters), should 
arrive at the laboratory within one day after it is shipped and 
be maintained at about 4’C with wet ice. The best way to get 
them to the laboratory in good condition is to send them in 
sturdy insulated ice dmts (coolers) equipped with ImtIe 
divides 24-h courier setvice is recommended, if personal 
delivery se&e is not practical. 
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SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLE ACQUISITION 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This procedure describes methods and equipment commonly used for collecting environmental 
samples of surface water and aquatic sediment either for on-site examination and chemical testing 
or for laboratory analysis. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The information presented in this SOP is generally applicable to all environmental sampling of 
surface waters (Section 5.2) and aquatic sediments (Section 5.3), except where the analyte(s) may 
interact with the sampling equipment. 

Specific sampling problems may require the adaptation of existing.equipment or design of new 
equipment. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

w - An individual sample collected from a single location at a specific time or period of 
time generally not exceeding 15 minutes. 

Comuosite Samnle - A sample collected over time that typically consists of a series of discrete 
samples which are combined or cornposited. 

4.0 PROCEDURES 

Collecting a representative sample from surface water or sediments is difficult due to water 
movement, stratification or patchiness. To collect representative samples, one must standardize 
sampling bias related to site selection; sampling frequency; sample collection; sampling devices; 
and sample handling, preservation, and identification. 

Representativeness is a qualitative description of the degree to which an individual sample 
accurately reflects population characteristics or parameter variations at a sampling point. It is 
therefore an important quality not only of assessment and quantification of environmental threats 
posed by the site, but also for providing information for engineering design and construction. Proper 
sample location, selection, and collection methods are important to ensure that a truly representative 
sample has been collected. Regardless of scrutiny and quality control applied during laboratory 
analyses, reported data are only as good as the confidence that can be placed on the 
representativeness of the samples. 

4.1 Definin- th g 

Many factors must be considered in developing a sampling program for surface water or sediments 
including study objectives; accessibility; site topography; flow, mixing and other physical 
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The first step in selecting sampling locations; therefore, is to review site history, define hydrologic 
boundaries and features of the site, and identify the sources, pathways. and potential distribution of 
contamination based on these considerations. The numbers, trpes and general locations of required 
samples upgradient, on site and downgradient can then be identified. 

4.1.2 Location of Sampling Stations 

Accessibility is the primary factor affecting sampling costs. The desirability and utility of a sample 
for analysis and description of site conditions must be balanced against the costs of collection as 
controlled by accessibility. Wading or sampling from a stream bank often is sufficient for springs, 
seeps, and small streams. Bridges or piers are the first choice for locating a sampling station on a 
larger stream or small river; they provide ready access .and also permit the sampling technician to 
sample any point across the stream or river. A boat or pontoon (with an associated increase in cost) 
may be needed to sample locations on lakes and reservoirs, as well as those on larger rivers. 
Frequently, however, a boat will take longer to cross a water body and will hinder manipulation of 
the sampling equipment. 

If it is necessary to wade into the water body to obtain a sample, the sampler shall be careful to 
minimize disturbance of bottom sediments and must enter the water body downstream of the 
sampling location. If necessary, the sampling technician shall wait for the sediments to settle before 
taking a sample. Use of boats or wading to collect samples requires the use of U. S. Coast Guard 
approved personal flotation devices (PFDs). 

Sampling in marshes or tidal areas may require the use of an all-terrain-vehicle (ATV). The same 
precautions mentioned above with regard to sediment disturbance will apply. 

The availability of stream flow and sediment discharge records can be an important consideration 
in choosing sampling sites in streams. Stream flow data in association with contaminant 
concentration data are essential for estimating the total contaminant load carried by the stream. If 
a gaging station is not conveniently located on a selected stream, obtaining stream flow data by 
direct or indirect methods shall be explored. 

4.1.3 Frequency of Sampling 

The sampling frequency and the objectives of the sampling event will be defined. For single-event, 
site- or area-characterization sampling, both bottom material and overlying water samples shall be 
collected at the specified sampling stations. If valid data are available on the distribution of the 
contaminant between the solid and aqueous phases it may be appropriate to sample only one phase, 
although this often is not recommended. If samples are collected primarily for monitoring purposes, 
consisting of repetitive, continuing measurements to define variations and trends at a given location, 
water samples shall be collected at established and consistent intervals, as specified in the Sampling 
and Analysis Plan (often monthly or quarterly), and during droughts and floods. Samples of bottom 
material shall be collected from fresh deposits at least yearly, and preferably during both spring and 
fall seasons. 

The variability in available water quality data shall be evaluated before deciding on the number and 
collection frequency of samples required to maintain an effective monitoring program. 
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volatile (and therefore vented from the epilimnion but not the hypolimnion), or if the epilimnion 
only is involved in short-term flushing (i.e., inflow from or outflow to shallow streams). Normally, 
however, a composite sample consists of several vertical samples collected at various depths. 

As it is likely that poor mixing may occur in lakes with irregular shape (with bays and coves that are 
protected from the wind), separate composite samples may be needed to adequately represent water 
quality. Similarly, additional samples are recommended where discharges, tributaries, land use 
characteristics, and other such factors are suspected of influencing water quality. 

Many lake measurements now are made in-situ using sensors and automatic readout or recording 
devices. Single and multi-parameter instruments are available for measuring temperature, depth, 
pH, oxidation-reduction potential (ORB), specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, some cations and 
anions, and light penetration. 

4.2.3 Estuaries 

Estuarine areas are by definition among those zones where inland freshwater-s (both surface and 
ground) mix with marine waters. Estuaries generally are categorized into three types dependent 
upon freshwater inflow and mixing properties. Knowledge of the estuary type is necessary to 
determine sampling locations: 

0 Mixed estuary - characterized by the absence of a vertical halocline (gradual or no 
marked increase in salinity in the water column) and a gradual increase in salinity 
seaward. Typically this type of estuary is shallow and is found in major freshwater 
sheetflow areas. Being well mixed, the sampling locations are not critical in this 
type of estuary. 

0 Salt wedge estuary - characterized by a sharp vertical increase in salinity and 
stratified freshwater flow along the surface. In these estuaries the vertical mixing 
forces cannot override the density differential between fresh and saline waters. In 
effect, a salt wedge tapering inland moves horizontally, back and forth, with the 
tidal phase. If contamination is being introduced into the estuary from upstream, 
water sampling from the salt wedge may miss it entirely. 

0 Oceanic estuary - characterized by salinities approaching full strength oceanic 
waters. Seasonally, freshwater inflow is small with the preponderance of the fresh- 
saline water mixing occurring near, or at, the shore line. 

Sampling in estuarine areas normally is based upon the tidal phases, with samples collected on 
successive slack tides (i.e., when the tide turns). Estuarine sampling programs shall include vertical 
salinity measurements coupled with vertical dissolved oxygen and temperature profiles, 

4.2.4 Surface Water Sampling Equipment 

The selection of sampling equipment depends on the site conditions and sample type required. The 
most frequently used samplers are: 



0 Pull out the stopper with a sharp jerk of the sampler line. 

0 Allow the bottle to fill completely, as evidenced by the absence of air bubbles. 

0 Raise the sampler and cap the bottle. 

0 Decontaminate the outside of the bottle. The bottle can be used as the sample 
container (as long as original bottle is an approved container). 

4.2.4.3 Kemmerer 

If samples are desired at a specific depth, and the parameters to be measured do not require a Teflon 
coated sampler, a standard Kemmerer sampler may be used. The Kemmerer sampler is a brass, 
stainless steel or acrylic cylinder with rubber stoppers that leave the ends open while being lowered 
in a vertical position to allow free passage of water through the cylinder, A “messenger” is sent 
down the line when the sampler is at the designated depth, to cause the stoppers to close the cylinder, 
which is then raised. Water is removed through a valve to fill sample bottles. 

4.2.5 Surface Water Sampling Techniques 

Most samples taken during site investigations are grab samples. Typically, surface water sampling 
involves immersing the sample container directly in the body of water. The following suggestions 
are applicable to sampling springs, seeps, ditches, culverts, small streams and other relatively small 
bodies of water, and are presented to help ensure that the samples obtained are representative of site 
conditions: 

0 The most representative samples will likely be collected from near mid-stream, the 
center of flow in a culvert, etc. 

0 Downstream samples shall be collected first, with subsequent samples taken while 
moving upstream. Care shall be taken to minimize sediment disturbance while 
collecting surface water samples. If necessary, sediment samples shall be collected 
after the corresponding surface water sample. 

0 Samples may be collected either by immersing the approved sample container or 
a glass or nalgene beaker into the water. Sample bottles (or beakers) which do not 
contain preservatives shall be rinsed at least once with the water to be sampled prior 
to sample collection. 

0 Care shall be taken to avoid excessive agitation of the water which may result in the 
loss of volatile constituents. Additionally, samples for volatile organic analyses 
shall be collected first, followed by the samples for other constituents. 

0 Measurements for temperature, pH, specific conductance, or other field parameters, 
as appropriate, shall be collected immediately following sample collection for 
laboratory analyses. 



be inverted, lowered to the approximate depth, and held at about a 45-degree angle 
with the mouth of the bottle facing upstream. 

0 Measurements for temperature, pH, specific conductance, or other field parameters, 
as appropriate shall be collected immediately following sample collection for 
laboratory analysis. 

l Items to be recorded in the field logbook are the same as those described above for 
small streams. 

4.3 Sediment SamDling 

Sediment samples usually are collected at the same locations as surface water samples. If only one 
sediment sample is to be collected, the sample location shall be approximately at the center of the 
water body. If, however, multiple samples are required, sediment samples should be collected along 
a cross-section to characterize the bed material. A common procedure for obtaining multiple 
samples is to sample at quarter points along the cross-section of flow. As with surface water 
samples, sediment samples should be collected from downstream to upstream. 

4.3.1 Sampling Equipment and Techniques 

,/-=--- 

A bottom-material sample may consist of a single scoop or core or may be a composite of several 
individual samples in the cross section. Sediment samples may be obtained using on-shore or off- 
shore techniques. 

When boats are used for sampling, U. S. Coast Guard approved personal flotation devices must be 
provided and two individuals must undertake the sampling. An additional person shall remain on- 
shore in visual contact at all times. 

The following samplers may be used to collect bottom materials: 

l Scoop sampler 
0 Dredge samplers 
l Bucket/hand auger 
0 Stainless steel spoon or trowel 

4.3.1.1 Scoon Samnler 

A scoop sampler consists of a pole to which a jar or scoop is attached. The pole may be made of 
bamboo, wood or aluminum and be either telescoping or of fixed length. The scoop or jar at the end 
of the pole is usually attached using a clamp. 

If the water body can be sampled from the shore or if it can be waded, the easiest and “cleanest” way 
to collect a sediment sample is to use a scoop sampler. This reduces the potential for cross- 
contamination. This method is accomplished by reaching over or wading into the water body and, 
while facing upstream (into the current), scooping in the sample along the bottom in the upstream 
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,- 4.3.1.4 SV 

For loosely packed sediments, a stainless steel scoop or trowel can be used to collect a representative 
sample, in narrow intermittent streams or tidal flats. 

Use the scoop or trowel to collect the sample from a desired depth. Remove heavy debris, rocks, 
and twigs before collecting the sample. Immediately transfer the sample to the appropriate sample 
container. Attach a label and identification tag. Record all required information in the field logbook 
and on the sample log sheet, chain-of-custody record, and other required forms. 

4.3.2 Sediment Sampling Procedure 

The following general procedure should be used, where applicable, for sampling sediment from 
springs, seeps, small streams, ditches, or other similar small bodies of water. Procedures sampling 
larger bodies of water (i.e., rivers, lakes, estuaries, etc.) should be developed on a project-specific 
basis, as needed. 

0 Sediment samples shall be collected only after the corresponding surface water 
sample has been collected, if one is to be collected. 

0 Sediment samples shall be collected from downstream locations to upstream 
locations. 

0 Samples shall be collected by excavating a sufficient amount of bottom material 
using a scoop, beaker, spoon, trowel, or auger. Samples should be collected with 
the sampling device facing upstream and the sample collected from downstream to 
upstream. Care should be taken to minimize the loss of fine-grained materials from 
the sample. 

0 The sample shall be transferred to the appropriate sample containers. Sampling 
personnel shall use judgment in removing large plant fragments to limit bias caused 
by bio-organic accumulation. 

0 The sampling location shall be marked via a wooden stake placed at the nearest 
bank or shore. The sample location number shall be marked on the stake with 
indelible ink. 

l The following information shall be recorded in the field logbook: 

ä Project location, date and time. 
b Weather. 
t Sample location number and sample identification number. 
w Flow conditions. 
t Sketch of sampling location including boundaries of water body, sample 

location, water depth, sample collection depth, relative position with 
respect to the site, location of wooden identifier stake. 

b Chemical analyses to be performed. 
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TABLE 3-l 
I 

SUMMARY OF WELL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MAC CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Well No. 

Site 41 

Date 
Installed 

Screen Sand Pack Bentonite 
Top of PVC Ground Surface Boring Depth Well Depth Interval Depth Interval Depth Interval Depth Stick-Up 

Casing Elevation Elevation (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, below (feet, above 
(feet, above (feet, above ground ground ground ground ground ground 

msl)(‘) msl) surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) 

41-GW02 

41-GWIO 

41-GWll 

41-GWl IDW 

41-GW12 

Site 74 

74-GWO 1 

74-GW02 

74-G W03A 

74-GW07 

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

02/04/94 13.93 12.10 14.0 13.0 3.0 - 13.0 1.5 - 14.0 0.5 - 1.5 1.83 

02/06/94 24.69 21.50 16.0 15.0 5.0 15.0 3.0 - 16.0 0.5 - 3.0 3.19 

02/07/94 23.63 21.50 52.0 50.0 40.0 - 50.0 37.0 52.0 35.0 - 37.0 2.13 

02/08/94 8.41 6.40 17.0 16.0 6.0 - 16.0 4.0 - 17.0 2.0 - 4.0 2.01 

1984 NA NA NA 24.5 8.5 - 23.5 NA NA NA 

1984 NA NA NA 26.5 12.5 - 27.5 NA NA NA 

1986 NA NA NA 26.5 1 I .5 - 26.5 NA NA NA 

02/l 8194 34.52 32.4 17.0 16.5 6.5 - 16.5 3.5 - 17.0 1.5 - 3.5 2.12 

Notes: 

NA = Information not available 
0) = msl - mean sea level 
Horizontal positions are referenced to N;C State Plane Coordinate System (N-4027) CF = !1!.99gg21 f; frv T  TCMP ~AA~~T-=~+ ~~~~~~ 1.9 I." .* "YA.IV l.l".lU ll"LlL 

Vertical datum NGVD 29. 



TABLE 3-2 

SAMPLE SUMMARY MATRIX 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

j- 

Location 

SITE 41 
Groundwater Samples 

Media 

TCL Volatiles TAL Metals 
(CLP sow (CLP sow 
OLM01.8) ILMO3.0) 

Total 
Dissolved 

Solids 

Total 
Suspended 

Solids 

41GW02 GW X X X X 

41GWlO GW X X X X 

41GWll GW X X X 

41GWl IDW GW X X X 

41GW12 GW X X X 

Surface Water Samples 

41-UT-SW01 

41-UT-SW02 

41-UT-SW03 

41-TC-SW10 

41-TC-SW11 

41-TC-SW12 

41-DD-SW01 

4 l-DD-SW02 

Sediment Samples 

4 l-UT-SD0 1 

4 1 -UT-SD02 

41 -UT-SD03 

41-TC-SD10 

41-TC-SD11 

41-TC-SD12 

41-DD-SD01 

41-DD-SD02 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SW X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 

SD X X 
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TABLE 3-2 (Continued) 

SAMPLE SUMMARY MATRIX 
LONG-TERM MONITORING PLAN - SITES 41 AND 74 

MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

TCL Volatiles TAL Metals Total TOtal 

(CLP sow (CLP sow Dissolved Suspended 
Location Media OLM01.8) ILM03.0) Solids Solids 

SITE 74 
Groundwater Samples 

74GWOl GW X X X 

74G W02 GW X X X 

74GW03A GW X X X 

74GW07 GW X X X 

Totals 21 25 9 9 

Notes: 

GW = Groundwater 
SW = Surface Water 
SD = Sediment 
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GROUNDWATER SAMPLE ACQUISITION 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this guideline is to provide general reference information on the sampling of 
groundwater wells. The methods and equipment described are for the collection of water samples 
from the saturated zone of the subsurface. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This guideline provides information on proper sampling equipment and techniques for groundwater 
sampling. Review of the information contained herein will facilitate planning of the field sampling 
effort by describing standard sampling techniques. The techniques described should be followed 
whenever applicable, noting that site-specific conditions or project-specific plans may require 
adjustments in methods. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

None. 

4.0 PROCEDURES 

To be useful and accurate, a groundwater sample must be representative of the particular zone being 
sampled. The physical, chemical, and bacteriological integrity of the sample must be maintained 
from the time of sampling to the time of testing in order to minimize any changes in water quality 
parameters. 

The groundwater sampling program should be developed with reference to ASTM D4448-85A, 
Standard Guide for Sampling Groundwater Monitoring Wells (Attachment A). This reference is not 
intended as a monitoring plan or procedure for a specific application, but rather is a review of 
methods. 

Methods for withdrawing samples fkom completed wells include the use of pumps, compressed air, 
bailers, and various types of samplers. The primary considerations in obtaining a representative 
sample of the groundwater are to avoid collection of stagnant (standing) water in the well and to 
avoid physical or chemical alteration of the water due to sampling techniques. In a non-pumping 
well, there will be little or no vertical mixing of water in the well pipe or casing, and stratification 
will occur. The well water in the screened section will mix with the groundwater due to normal flow 
patterns, but the well water above the screened section will remain largely isolated and become 
stagnant. To safeguard against collecting non-representative stagnant water in a sample, the 
following approach should be followed during sample withdrawal: 

1. All monitoring wells shall be pumped prior to withdrawing a sample. Evacuation 
of three to five volumes is recommended for a representative sample. 
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2. - Wells that can be pumped to dryness with the sampling equipment being used, shall 
be evacuated and allowed to recover prior to sample withdrawal. If the recovery 
rate is fairly rapid and time allows, evacuation of at least three well volumes of 
water is preferred; otherwise, a sample will be taken when enough water is 
available to fill the sample containers. 

Stratification of contaminants may exist in the aquifer formation. This is from concentration 
gradients due to dispersion and diffusion processes in a homogeneous layer, and from separation of 
flow streams by physical division (for example, around clay lenses) or by contrasts in permeability 
(for example, between a layer of silty, fine sand and a layer of medium sand). 

Purging rates and volumes for non-production wells during sampling development should be 
moderate; pumping rates for production wells should be maintained at the rate normal for that well. 
Excessive pumping can dilute or increase the contaminant concentrations in the recovered sample 
compared to what is representative of the integrated water column at that point, thus result in the 
collection of a non-representative sample. Water produced during purging shall be collected, stored 
or treated and discharged as allowed. Disposition of purge water is usually site-specific and must 
be addressed in the Sampling and Analysis Plan. 

4.1 Samuliw. Monitoriw. and Evacuation Eauiument 

Sample containers shall conform with EPA regulations for the appropriate contaminants and to the 
specific Quality Assurance Project Plan. 

The following list is an example of the type of equipment that generally must be on hand when 
sampling groundwater wells: 

1. Sample packaging and shipping equipment: Coolers for sample shipping and 
cooling, chemical preservatives, and appropriate packing cartons and filler, labels 
and chain-of-custody documents. 

2. Field tools and instrumentation: PID; Thermometer; pH meter; specific 
conductivity meter; appropriate keys (for locked wells) or bolt-cutter; tape measure; 
plastic sheeting; water-level indicator; calibrated buckets and, where applicable, 
flow meter. 

3. Pumps 

a. Shallow-well pumps: Centrifugal, Packer Pumps, pitcher, suction, or 
peristaltic pumps with droplines, air-lift apparatus (compressor and tubing), 
as applicable. 

b. Deep-well pumps: Submersible pump and electrical power generating unit, 
bladder pump with compressed air source, or air-lift apparatus, as 
applicable. 
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4. Tubing: Sample tubing such as teflon, polyethylene, polypropylene, or PVC. 
Tubing type shall be selected based on specific site requirements and must be 
chemically inert to the groundwater being sampled. 

5. Other Sampling Equipment: Bailers, Packer Pumps, teflon-coated wire, stainless 
steel single strand wire, and polypropylene monofilament line (not acceptable in 
EPA Region I) with tripod-pulley assembly (if necessary). Bailers shall be used to 
obtain samples for volatile organics from shallow and deep groundwater wells. 

6. Pails: Plastic, graduated. 

Ideally, sample withdrawal equipment should be completely inert, economical, easily cleaned, 
sterilized, and reusable, able to operate at remote sites in the absence of power sources, and capable 
of delivering variable rates for well purging and sample collection. 

4.2 Calculations of Well Volume for Purpinz 

The volume of the cylinder of water in a well is given by: 

,A=-% Where: VW = volume of standing water in well (in cubic feet) 
n = pi, 3.14 

= 
;; = 

well radius (in feet) 
standing water in well (in feet) 

To insure that the proper volume of water has been removed from the well prior to sampling, it is 
first necessary to determine the volume of standing water in the well pipe or casing. The volume 
can be easily calculated by the following method. Calculations shall be entered in the field logbook: 

1. Obtain all available information on well construction (location, casing, 
screens, etc.). 

2. Determine well or casing diameter (D). 

3. Measure and record static water level (DW-depth to water below ground1 level or 
top of casing reference point). 

4. Determine the depth of the well (TD) to the nearest O.Ol-foot by sounding using a 
clean, decontaminated weighted tape measure, referenced to the top of PVC casing 
or ground surface. 

. 

.-. 

5. Calculate number of linear feet of static water (total well depth minus the depth to 
static water level). 



6. Calculate the volume of water in the casing: 

V,,, = VW x 7.48 gallons/ft3 

V p”ge = Vgal ( # Well Vol) 

Where: 

VW = Volume of water standing in well in cubic feet (i.e., one well volume) 
Vd = Volume of water in well in gallons 
V Purge = Volume of water to be purged from well in gallons 
# Well Vol. =Number of well volumes of water to be’purged from the well (typically 

three to five) 

7. Determine the minimum number of gallons to be evacuated before sampling. 
(Note: Vm, should be rounded to the next highest whole gallon. For example, 7.2 
gallons should be rounded to 8 gallons.) 

.Table 4-l lists gallons and cubic feet of water per standing foot of water for a variety of well 
diameters. 

TABLE 4-l 
WELL VOLUMES 

Diameter of 
Casing or Hole 

(in.) 

Gallons per Foot 
of Depth 

Cubic Feet per 
Foot of Depth 

\ I 1 

1 0.041 0.0055 
2 0.163 0.0218 
4 0.653 0.0873 
6 1.469 0.1963 
8 2.611 0.3491 

I 
I 

10 I 4.080 I 0.5454 3 

4.3 Evacuation of Static Water CPuwin~ 

The amount of purging a well should receive prior to sample collection will depend on the intent of 
the monitoring program and the hydrogeologic conditions. Programs to determine overall quality 
of water resources may require long pumping periods to obtain a sample that is representative of a 
large volume of that aquifer. The pumped volume may be specified prior to sampling so that the 
sample can be a composite of a known volume of the aquifer. 

.-.. 
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For defining a contaminant plume, a representative sample of only a small volume of the alquifer is 
required. These circumstances require that the well be pumped enough to remove the stagnant water 
but not enough to induce significant groundwater flow from a wide area. Generally, three to five 
well volumes are considered effective for purging a well. 

An alternative method of purging a well, and one accepted in EPA Region IV, is to purge a well 
continuously (usually using a low volume, low flow pump) while monitoring specific conductance, 
pH, and water temperature until the values stabilize. The well is considered properly purged when 
the values have stabilized. 

If a well is dewatered before the required volume is purged, the sample should be collected from the 
well once as a sufficient volume of water has entered the well. In order to avoid stagnation, the well 
should not be allowed to fully recharge before the sample is collected. The field parameters (pH, 
conductance, and temperature) should be recorded when the well was dewatered. 

4.3.1 Evacuation Devices 

The following discussion is limited to those devices which are commonly used at hazardous waste 
sites. Note that all of these techniques involve equipment which is portable and readily available. 

:’ -. 

They Bailers - Bailers are the simplest evacuation devices used and have many advantages. 
generally consist of a length of pipe with a sealed bottom (bucket-type bailer) or, as is more 
useful and favored, with a ball check-valve at the bottom. An inert line (e.g., Teflon-coated) 
is used to lower the bailer and retrieve the sample. 

Advantages of bailers include: 

0 Few limitations on size and materials used for bailers. 
0 No external power source needed. 
0 Inexpensive. 
0 Minimal outgassing of volatile organics while the sample is in the bailer. 
0 Relatively easy to decontaminate and use. 

Limitations on the use of bailers include the following: 

0 Limited volume of sample. 
l Time consuming to remove stagnant water using a bailer. 
l Collection and transfer of sample may cause aeration. 
l Use of bailers is physically demanding, especially in warm temperatures 

at protection levels above Level D. 
l Unable to collect depth-discrete sample. 

Suction Pumns - There are many different types of inexpensive suction pumps including 
centrifugal, diaphragm, peristaltic, and pitcher pumps. Centrifugal and diaphragm pumps 
can be used for well evacuation at a fast pumping rate and for sampling at a low pumping 
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rate. The peristaltic pump is a low volume pump (generally not suitable for well purging) 
that uses rollers to squeeze a flexible tubing, thereby creating suction. This tubing can be 
dedicated to a well to prevent cross contamination. The pitcher pump is a common farm 
hand-pump. 

These pumps are all portable, inexpensive and readily available. However, because they are 
based on suction, their use is restricted to areas with water levels within 10 to 25 feet of the 
ground surface. A significant limitation is that the vacuum created by these pumps will 
cause significant loss of dissolved gases, including volatile organics. In addition, the 
complex internal components of these pumps may be difficult to decontaminate. 

Gas-Lift Samales - This group of samplers uses gas pressure either in the annulus of the 
well or in a venturi to force the water up a sampling tube. These pumps are also relatively 
inexpensive. Gas lift pumps are more suitable for well development than for sampling 
because the samples may be aerated, leading to pH changes and subsequent trace metal 
precipitation or loss of volatile organics. An inert gas such as nitrogen is generally used as 
a gas source. 

Submersible Pumps - Submersible pumps take in water and push the sample up a sample 
tube to the surface. The power sources for these samplers may be compressed air or 
electricity. The operation principles vary and the displacement of the sample can be by an 
inflatable bladder, sliding piston, gas bubble, or impeller. Pumps are available for two-inch 
diameter wells and larger. These pumps can lift water from considerable depths (several 
hundred feet). 

Limitations of this class of pumps include: 

0 Potentially low delivery rates. 
0 Many models of these pumps are expensive. 
0 Compressed gas or electric power is needed. 
0 Sediment in water may cause clogging of the valves or eroding the 

impellers with some of these pumps. 
0 Decontamination of internal components is difficult and time-consuming. 

4.4 Samdin 

The sampling approach consisting of the following, should be developed as part of the Sampling and 
Analysis Plan prior to the field work: 

1. Background and objectives of sampling. 

2. Brief description of area and waste characterization. 

3. Identification of sampling locations, with map or sketch, and applicable well 
construction data (well size, depth, screened interval, reference elevation). 
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‘4. Sampling equipment to be used. 

5. Intended number, sequence volumes, and types of samples. If the relative degrees 
of contamination between wells is unknown or insignificant, a sampling sequence 
which facilitates sampling logistics may be followed. Where some wells are known 
or strongly suspected of being highly contaminated, these should be sampled last 
to reduce the risk of cross-contamination between wells as a result of the sampling 
procedures. 

6. Sample preservation requirements. 

7. Schedule. 

8. List of team members. 

9. Other information, such as the necessity for a warrant or permission of entry, 
requirement for split samples, access problems, location of keys, etc. 

4.4.1 Sampling Methods 

The collection of a groundwater sample includes the following steps: 

1. First open the well cap and use volatile organic detection equipment (HbTu or OVA) 
on the escaping gases at the well head to determine the need for respiratory 
protection. This task is usually performed by the Field Team Leader, Health and 
Safety Officer, or other designee. 

2. When proper respiratory protection has been donned, measure the total depth and 
water level (with decontaminated equipment) and record these data in the field 
logbook. Calculate the fluid volume in the well . 

3. Lower purging equipment or intake into the well to a distance just below the water 
level and begin water removal. Collect the purged water and dispose of it in an 
acceptable manner (e.g., DOT-approved 55-gallon drum). 

4. Measure the rate of discharge frequently. A bucket and stopwatch are most 
commonly used; other techniques include using pipe trajectory methods, weir boxes 
or flow meters. Record the method of discharge measurement. 

5. Observe peristaltic pump intake for degassing “bubbles” and all pump discharge 
lines. If bubbles are abundant and the intake is fully submerged, this pump is not 
suitable for collecting samples for volatile organics. 

6. Purge a minimum of three to five well volumes before sampling. In low 
permeability strata (i.e., if the well is pumped to dryness), one volume will suffice. 
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Allow the well to recharge as necessary, but preferably to 70 percent of the static 
water level, and then sample. 

7. Record measurements of specific conductance, temperature, and pH during purging 
to ensure that the groundwater level has stabilized. Generally, these measurements 
are made after the removai of three, four, and five well volumes. 

8. If sampling using a pump, lower the pump intake to midscreen or the middle of the 
open section in uncased wells and collect the sample. If sampling with a bailer, 
lower the bailer to the sampling level before filling (this requires use of other than 
a “bucket-type” bailer). Purged water should be collected in a designated container 
and disposed of in an acceptable manner. 

9. (For pump and packer assembly only). Lower assembly into well so that packer is 
positioned just above the screen or open section and inflate. Purge a volume equal 
to at least twice the screened interval or unscreened open section volume below the 
packer before sampling. Packers should always be tested in a casing section above 
ground to determine proper inflation pressures for good sealing. 

10. In the event that groundwater recovery time is very slow (e.g., 24 hours), sample 
collection can be delayed until the following day. However, it is preferred that such 
a well be bailed early in the morning so that sufficient volume of water may be 
standing in the well by the day’s end to permit sample collection. If the well is 
incapable of producing a sufficient volume of sample at any time, take the largest 
quantity available and record in the logbook. 

11. Add preservative if required. Label, tag, and number the sample bottle(s). 

12. Volatile organic5 septum vials (40 ml) should be completely filled to prevent 
volatilization and extreme caution should be exercised when filling a vial to avoid 
turbulence which could also produce volatilization. The sample should be carefully 
poured down the side of the vial to minimize turbulence. As a rule, it is best to 
gently pour the last few drops into the vial so that surface tension holds the water 
in a “convex meniscus.” The cap is then applied and some overflow is lost, but air 
space in the bottle is eliminated. After capping, turn the bottle over and tap it to 
check for bubbles; if any are present, repeat the procedure. If the second attempt 
still produces air bubbles, note on Chain-of-Custody form and in field notebook and 
submit sample to the laboratory. 

Fill the remaining sample containers in order of decreasing volatilability 
(semivolatiles next, then pesticides, PCBs, inorganics, etc.). 

13. Replace the well cap. Make sure the well is readily identifiable as the source of the 
samples. 
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14. Pack the samples for shipping. Attach custody seals to the shipping container. 
Make sure that Chain-of-Custody forms and Sample Analysis Request forms are 
properly tilled out and enclosed or attached (see SOP F302). 

15. Decontaminate all equipment. 

4.4.2 Sample Containers 

For most samples and analytical parameters, either glass or plastic containers are satisfactory. 
Container requirements shall follow those given in NEESA 20.2 047B. 

4.4.3 Preservation of Samples and Sample Volume Requirements 

Sample preservation techniques and volume requirements depend on the type and concentration of 
the contaminant and on the type of analysis to be performed. Sample volume and preservation 
requirements shall follow those given in NEESA 20.2-047B. 

4.4.4 Handling and Transporting Samples 

After collection, samples should be handled as little as possible. It is preferable to use self-contained 
“chemical” ice (e.g., “blue ice”) to reduce the risk of contamination. If water ice is used, it should 
be double-bagged and steps taken to ensure that the melted ice does not cause sample containers to 
be submerged, and thus possibly become cross-contaminated. All sample containers should be 
enclosed in plastic bags or cans to prevent cross-contamination. Samples should be secured in the 
ice chest to prevent movement of sample containers and possible breakage. 

4.4.5 Sample Holding Times 

Holding times (i.e., allowed time between sample collection and analysis) for routine samples are 
given in NEESA 20.2-047B. 

5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality assurance records will be maintained for each sample that is collected. The following 
information will be recorded in the Field Logbook: 

a Sample identification (site name, location, project no.; sample name/number and 
location; sample type and matrix; time and date; sampler’s identity). 

0 Sample source and source description. 

0 Field observations and measurements (appearance; volatile screening; field 
chemistry; sampling method, volume of water purged prior to sampling; number of 
well volumes purged). 
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0 Sample disposition (preservatives added; lab sent to; date and time). 

0 Additional remarks, as appropriate. 

Proper chain-of-custody procedures play a crucial role in data gathering. Chain-of-custody forms 
(and sample analysis request forms) are considered quality assurance records. 

6.0 REFERENCES 

American Society of Testing and Materials. 1987. Standard Guide for Samolinrr Groundwater 
Monitoring:. Method D4448-SSA, Annual Book of Standards, ASTM, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 

U. S. EPA, 1996. Standard Operating Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual. Environmental 
Compliance Branch, U. S. EPA, Region IV Environmental Services Division, Athens, Georgia. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

ASTM D4448-85A 
STANDARD GUIDE FOR SAMPLING GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELLS 



Designation: D .@&8 - 85a 

Standard Guide for * 
. . ,,, ..“. . Sampling . Groundwater Moni@pg W@lq’ . . ,. 

,A. 

.,’ 

1. scope 
1.1 This guide covers procedures for obtaining valid, 

representative samples from groundwater monitoring wells. 
The scope is limited to sampling and “in the field” preserva- 
tion and does not include well location, depth, well develop- 
ment, design and constr@on, screening, or analytical 
PtiU=- 

1.2 This guide is only intended to provide a mview of 
many of the.most commonly used methods for sampling 
groundwate quality monitoring wells and is not intended to 
serve as a groundwater monitoring plan for any specific 
application. Because of the large and ever incmasing number 
of options available, no single guide can be viewed as 
comprehensive. The practitioner must make every &ort to 
ensure that the methods used, whether or not they ate 
address& in this gtiide, are adequate to satisfy the moni- 
toring objectives at each site. 

1.3 This stanakd may ittvolve hazardous materi&, oper- 
ations, and equipnent. This stan&ud does not purport to 
address all of the sqf2typrobkms associated wilh its use. It is 
the reqwnsibi&y ofwhoever uses th&,stanakrd to con.4 and 
estabkh appropriate s&y and health practices and deter- 
mine the appkbility of regtdato~ limitations prior to use. 

. . 

A. 

/’ 

2. SummaryofGuide. 
2.1 The equipment and procedures used for sampling a. 

monitoring well depend on many fkto~.These indude, but 
aq not limited to, the design and construction of the well; 
rate of groundwater flow, and the chemical species of 
idrut. Sampling procedures will be different ifanal- 
for trace organ+ volatile oxidixable speciw or trace 
metals is needed. This guide considers all of these factors by 
discussing equipment and procedure options at each stage of 
the sampling sequence. For ease of organization, the sam- 
pling process can be divided into three stepsz well flushing, 
sample withdrawal,~and field preparation of samples. 

22 Monitoring wells must be flushed prior to sampling so 
that the groundwater is sampled, not the stagnant water in 
the well casing. Ifthe well casing can be emptied, this may be 
done although it may be necessary to avoid oxygen contact 
with the groundwater. If the well cannot be emptied, 
procedures must be established to demonstrate that the 
sample represents gmundwater. Monitoring an indicative 
parameter such as pH during flushing is de&able if such a 
parameter can be identified. 

t7hisguidcirundathejurirdictiwofASTMCommi~034onWIsre 
Disposal and is the direct responsibility ofSubcommittee D34.01 oa Sampling and 
Monitoring. 

Current alition appruvul Au& 23 and Oct. 25.198% PuMi May 1986. 

1:. . . 

* 23 The types of species that are to be monitored as well as 
the concentration levels arc prime factors for seldng 
sampling devices (I, 2).’ The sampling device and all 
materhls and devices the water contacts must be constructed 
of materials that will not introduce contaminants or alter the 
analyte chemically in any way. 

24 The method of sample withdraw4 can vary with the 
parametexs of interest. The ideal sampling scheme would 
employ a completely inert materi& would not subw the 
sample to negative pressure and onIy moderate positive 
pressme, wouId not expose the sample to the atmosphere, or 
preferably, any other gaseous atmosphere before conveying it 
to the sample cxmtainer or fIow celI for on-site analysis. 

2.5 The degree and type of effort and cam that goes into a 
sampling program is always dependent on the chemical 
spe&es of interest and the concentration. levels of interest As 
the concentration level of the chemicaI species of analytical 
interest deucasq the work and precautions necessary for 
sampling are inatastd. Therefore, the sampling.objective 
must dearly be defiued ahead of time For example, to 
prepaxe equipment for sampI& for mg/L (ppm) levels of 
TotalOrganicCarbon(TOC)inwattrisaboutanorderof 
magnitu&easierthal.l prepakg to sample for pg/L @pb) 
levels of a trace organic like benzene The specific precau- 
tions to be taken in preparing to sample for trace organics are 
difkent from those to be taken in sampling for trace metals 
NofInaIF~~vironmentalprotcctionAgency(EPA)protocoIis 
available for sampling of tmceorganicz A short guidance 
manuai, (3)and an EPA document (41) concerning moni- 
toring wdl sampI&, induding considerations for trace 
organicsamavailabl~ 

2.6 Cat-c must be taken not to cross contaminate samples 
or monitoring wells with sampIing or pumping devices or 
materlah. All samples, sampling. devices, and containers 
must be protected from the environment when not in ux. 
Water level m easurements should be made before the well is 
flushed. Oxidation-reduction potentiaJ PI-& dissclved ox- 
ygen, and temperature measurem ents and fIbration should 
all ix pedormcd on the sample in the field, if pcssible. AlI 
but temperature measurement must be done prior to any 
significant atmospheric exposure, ifpossiik 

2.7 ThesamplingproccduresmustbewelIplannedandall 
sample containers must be prepared and labeled prior to 
going to the field. 
3. Significance and Use 

3.1 The quality of groundwater bas become an issue of 
national concern. Groundwater monitoting wells are one of 

a The boldfra numbers in pamtthcxs nzfcr to a kt of nfcrcnas at the end of 
this guide. 
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f/&E 1 Typical wtther a& fieservation ftequirefnents (Of a GfOUnd-Water Monitoring Program 

Volume Containa P- . * 
Sampknd Mcasumnent - 

Maximum 
Rajuitd Po+thylcnc . -bw . . HoIding . 

.- . . - . G-ass ,,;;;-. 
. ‘(mL1 Time 

MctabAs/LWCdlCIIFcPbEJ . looo-2000 PIG(ercid hkh pu#y nit& 6 montht . 

-. .Ag/Mn/Na. . . . . . 
Mercury ‘iok% . . 

c+a!hgl. ‘. . acid.topHQ * .: . . . . . 
PIGlSUCidrcid. high purity aitric 28 d&s 

acidtopHQ 

. 

Wdvity dplu/bW~ium 4ow 

- Phcnolii 500-woo 

Miocous 
g?& 
sltlhtc 
Nitrate 
rzoaxm 
conductivity 
PH 
Tttthidity 

Totdot+cclrboacTw 

1 

+a05 96 
wm? 

high purity nitric 
&dtopHQ 

d4T 
Hz=. ~0 
PHQ 

cool 4-c. 

‘@4’cof 
cooL4THa 
CrHSO.to 
PHQ 

eoai4y: 

cool4’c 

cooL4T 

6 months 

7 darJtxPrclioa +30 
we 

14 days 
fdays 

: . the more important tools for evaluating t& qualilY’ of 
groundwater, delineating contamination plumes, and estab- 
lishing the integrity of hazardous matcriai management 
tkiliti~ 

3.2 The goal in sampling groundwkr monitoring wells is 
to obtain samplesthat are truly representative of the aquifkr 
or groundwatcs in question. This guide discuss the advan- 
tages and disad~tagcs of various well fhshing, sample 
withdrawal, and sample preservation techniques. It reviews 
the parameters that need to be considered in developing ! 
valid sampIing plax~ 

4. WeIl FIushiag (hgiag) 
4.1 Water that stands within a monitodng well for a long 

period of time may beconic unrepresentative of formation 
water because chemical or biocbcmical change may cause 
water quality alttratons and even ifit is unchanged from the 
time it entered the we& the stored water may not be 
representative of formation water at the time of sampling or 
both. Because the sepresentativeness of stored watez is 
questionable, it should be excluded from samples cokctcd 
from a monitoring ‘well. 

4.2 The surest way of accomplishing this objective is to 
rimove all stored water fi-om the casing prior to sampling 
Rcscaxh with a tracer in a full scale model 2 in. PVC well (5) 
indicates that pumping 5 to 10’timcs the volume of the well 
via an inlet near the free wafer surface k sufkicnt to remove 
all the stored water in the casing. The volume of the well may 

2 

be calcuIated to include the well screen and any gravel pack 
if natural flow through these is deemed insufficient to keep 
them flushed out. 

43 In deep or large diameter wells having a volume of 
wattrsolargeastomakeremovalof~thewattsimprao- 
tied, it may bc feasible to lower a pump ,or pump inlet to . 
some point well bciow the water surface, purge only the 
volume below that point then withdraw the sam#le from a 
deeper 1cveL Research indicati this approach should avoid 
most contamination associated with stored water’(5,6,7). 
!&ding the casing above the purge point with a packer may 
make this approach more dependable by preventing migra- 
tion of stored water fiom above. But the packer must be 
above the top of the screened zone, or stagnant water from 
above the packer will flow into the purged u>ne through the 
well’s gravel/sand pack 

4.4 Iniow yklding we& the only practical way to remove 
all standing water may be to empty the casing. Smce it is not 
always possible CO remove all water, it may be advisable to let 
the well recover (refill) and empty it again at least onaz. If 
introduction of oxygen into the aquifer niay be of coMer& it 
would be best not to uncover the screen when performing the 
above procedures. The main disadvantage of methods de- 
signed to remove ail the sto+ water is that large volumes f 
may beed to be pumped in certain instant The main .- I\ 
advantage is that the potential for con@nination Of Sampk 
with stored water is mikuized. 



NOTE-lake4 from Ref (1s). 

45 Another approach to w&l flushing is to monitor one 
or more indicator paramctcrs such as pH, iemperaturc, .or 
conductivity and consider the well to be flushed when the 
indicatof(s) no longcrchangc, The advantage of this method 
‘is that pumping can bc done &om any location within the 
casing and the v&mc of stored water pnsent has no direct 
bearing on the v&me ofkatcr that must be pumpuL 

~Obviously, in a low yklding wtll, the well may be cmpticd 
bcforethcpamn&csstabiU%Adisadvantagcofthis 
approach is that there is no aslmncc in au situations that 
the stabilized pamnetcrs represent formation water. Ifsignif- 
icant drawdown has occumd, water fiom some distane 
away may be puikd into the screcu causing a steady 
parameter reading but not a rcpresentativc read& Also, a 
suitabk indicator parameter and means of continuously 
measuring it in the field must be available. 

4.6 Giib (4,s) has dcscrii a timcdrawdown approach 
using; a knowkdge of the well hydraulics to predict the 
pcrccntagcofstorcdwatcrcntcringapump inktncarthctop 
ofthcsacenatanytimeaBerfiushingbcginsSampksare 
taken when the pcrastagc is acceptably low. As before, the 
advantage is that well volume has no dinxt cffcct in the 
duration of pumping. A current knowkdgc of the well’s 
hydrauiic charactcr&tics is nccesaxy to employ this ap 
proa&. Downivard migration of storad water due to &xts 
other than drawdown (foi example density differences) is not 
accounted for in this approach. 

4.7 In any flushing approach, a withdrawal rate. that 
minimizes drawdown whik satisrjriug time constraints 
should be used. Excessive drawdown distorts the natural flow 
pattcms around a well and can cause contaminanq that were 
not present originally to bc drawn into the well. 

5. Materi@sandMsnufacture - 
5.1 T&c choice of mataials used in the construction of 

sampling dewices should bc based upon a knowledge of what 
compounds may be present in the sampling environment 
and how the sample materials may interact via kaching, 
adsorption, or catalysis In some situation PVC or some 
other plastic may be su.fEcitnt. In others, an all giass 
apparatus maybe nccesary. 

5.2 Most analyticat protocols suggest that the devices used 
in sampling and storing samples for tmce orgauics analysis 
@g/L kvcls) must bc cousmxtcd of glass or 
TFE-fluorocarbon An, or both One suggestion advancui 
by the EPA is that the monitoring well be constructed so that 
only‘lFE-fIuorocarbo~ tubing bc used in that portion of the 
samplingweilthatcxtendsfi-omafcwf~abovcthcwater 
table to the bottom of the box&ok (3,5) Although this type 
of well casing is now commcxially avaiW~ PVC wclI 
casings arc curmtiy the most popular. If adhesives arc 
avoided, PVC well casiugs arc accept&k in many cases 
although their use may aili lead to time probkms if tract 
oxganics arc of con- At prcscnt, the type of background 
presented by PVC and interadions~oaxning bctwccn PVC 
and groundwaterarc not well un- l-ii in the form of 
an organotin stabilizct added to PVC, may cntcr samples 
taken from PVC casiug. (9) 

5.3 Since the most s&&f&ant probkm encountered iu 
tmcc orgauics sampling, results fi-om the use of PVC 
adhesives in monitorirfg well constnrction, threaded join& 
might avoid the problem (3.5). Mii per lit& (parts pet 
million) levels of compounds such as tetrahydrofuran, 
methylcthyl-ketone, and toluene are found to leach into 
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groundwater samples from monitoring well casings sealed 
with PVC solvent cement. Pollutant .phthalate esters (8,lO) 
are often found in water sampies at ppb levels; the EPA has 
‘found them on occasion at ppm levels in their samples. The 
ubiquitous presence of these phthalate esters is unexplained, 
except to say that they may be Ieached from plastic pipes, 
sampling devices, and containers. 

5.4 TFE-fhromcarbon resins are highly inert arid have 
sufficient mechanic;il strength to permit fabrication of sam- 
pling devices and well casings. Molded parts are exposed to 
high temperature during fabrication which destroya any 
organ% contaminant The evolution of fluorinated cbm- 
pounds can occur during fabrication, will cease rapidly, and 
does not occur afterwards unless the resin is heated to its 
melting point. 

5.5 Extruded tubing of TFE-fluorocarbon for sampling 
may contain surface traces of an organic solvent extrusion 
aid. This can beremoved easily by the fabricator and, once 

. . . 

,,C’ ‘i 

removed” by flushing, should not affect the sample. TF& 
fluorocarbon PEP and TPE-fluorocarbon PFA resins do not 
.require this extrusion aid and may be suitable for sample 
tubing as welL Unsintered thn%k&nttapeofTFE 
fluorocarbon is available in an “oxygen serviu? grade and 
contains no extxusion aid and lubricant. 

S.6 Louneman, et al. (II) alludes to problems caused by a 
lubricating oil used during TFFXuorocarbon tubing extru- 
sion. This xzfance also presents evidence that a fiuoriuated 
ethyiene-propylene copolymer adsorbed acetone to a degree 
that later caused contamination of a .&as sample. 

5.7 Glass and stain& steel are two other materials 
generally considered inert in aqueous environments. Glass is 
probably among the best choices though it is not inconceiv- 
able it could adsorb some constituents as well as release other 
contaminants (for example, Na, silicate, and Fe). Of cou ‘x5 
glass sampling equipment must be handled carefully in ‘Y- 1 
field. Stainless steel is strongly and easily machined 
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Gbricate cquiptnenL Unfortunately, it is not t#aIly immune 
to brrosion that could rckasc metallic contaminants. Stain- 

icaI So&y% committceon cnvironmui~ improvement b 

less steel contiins miousalloying metals, some of thcsc (for 
published gGdclincs for data acquisition and data evaluati 
whkh should bc us&l in such environmentat cvahiatio 

example Ni) arc commouly used as catalysts for various (10,12). 
. . reactions. The alloyed czmaitucnts of some stair&s steels . . 

can bc solubilizcd by the pitting action of nonoxidiziug 
* anions s&h as ddoridc, fluoride, and in some instances 

sul&c,o~ararigeofpHconditioriz~ +miinum,titanium, 
polycthylcnc, and other corrosion rcsrsmnt materials have 
beau proposed by some as acceptable xnatcriaIs, dcpcndiug 

6. sampling Equipment 

Q 

6.1 lhcrc is a fhhiy large choice of equipment prcscut 
available for grounduatcr sampling from single scrccn4 
wdlsandwclldustenThesamplingdcvicescanbccateg 
rizlxi into the following eight basic m 

:PY -1-j 

on groundwatcr quality and the constituents of intcrcst. 
5.8 Whcrc temporarily installcd sampling cquipmcnt is 

used, the sampling de&c that is chosen should bc non- 
plastic (uukss TFlGfluorocaxbon), dcanable of tract or- 
ganics, and must bc dcaucd bctwccn each monitoring well 
use in order to avoid crosscomamination of wells and 
samples The only way to ensurc that the device is indeed 
“dean” and acceptable is to aualw laboratory water blanks 
and field water blanks that have been soaked in and passed 
through the sampling device to check for the background 
lads that may result from the sampling materi& or f?om 
field conditions Thus, all samplings for trace materials 
should bc accompanied by samples which rcprcscnt the fidd 
background (if possible), the sampling equipment back- 
ground, and the laboratory background 

5.9 Additional samples arc often taken in the field and 
spiked (spiked-fidd samplts) in order to verify that the 
sample handling procedures are valid. The American Chem- 

6.1.1 Down-Hole Collation Devices: 
6.1.1.1 Bailers, messenger bailus, or thief samplers (1 

14) are cxampfcs of down-hole devices that probably provid 
validsampltsoncethewell~~flushcd.Thcyare~ 
practical for removal of large vohnnes of water. The 
de~~canbeconstnrctedinvariousshapesandsizesftom 
wricty of matcrisk. l&y do not subject the sample 1 
pt-ossuRc%trcmcs. 

6.1.1.2 Bailers do expose part of the sample to tl 
atmosphcrn during withdrawaL Bailers used for samplingr 
volatile organic compounds should have a sample cock 4 
draft wlve in or near the bottom of the sampler allowi! 
withdrawal of a sample Corn the well below the cxposc 
sutfhcc of the water or the first fcNIr inches of the damp 
should be discarded Suspension lines for bailers and o& 
samplers should bc kept off the ground and free of Oti 
contaminating materials that could be carried into the we2 
Down-hole devices arc not very practical for use in dec 

f . .: . . . 
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wells. However, potential sample oxidation during transfer df 
tbc sample into a collection vessel and time constraints for 
Iowering and &evaI for deep sampling are the primazy 
disadvhages. 

6: 1.13 Three down-hole devices are the single and double 
check valve bailers and thief samph. A schematic of a 
single&eckval~unitisillustratedinF~ 1,Thebailetmay 
be threadedin the micidh so tbat additional kngtbs of blank 
casing may be added to increase the sampling volume. 
TPS~uorocarbon or PVC are the most common materials 
wied for coustructiou (15). 

6.1.1.4 In operation, the single check valve bailer is 
lowered into the we& water enters the chamber through the 
bottom, and the weight of the water column closes the chcclc 

: ,J 
valve upOa bailer retrievaL The specific gragty of the ball 
should be about 1.4 to 2.0 so that the @all alplost sits gn the, 
check valve seai during.chamber Bliug. Upon bailer with- 
drawa& theban WiIl imn+liately seat witbout any samples 
loss tbrougb the check valve. A similar techuique invoIves 
lowering a seaI& sample container within a weighted bottIe 
intotheweUThestoppetisthenpulledfiomthebo~eviaa 
line &d the entire assemMy is’retxicved upon B of the 
container (14.16). . 

6.1A.5 A double check valve bailer allows point sounx 
sampling at a spc4Bc depth (U, 17). An example is shown in 
Frg. 2. In this double check vaIve design, water fiows &rough 
the sample chamber as the unit is lowered. A venturi tapcrcd 
inlet and outlet ellsurts that water passes f3eely through the 

.  
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.,A unit. Wbcu a,dcpth where ,the sample is to bc collqztcd is of thief or messenger dcviccs .are available in variou 

xtzdi&theunitisrctridBccausctbc~~ccbctwccn materials and shapes 
- tadrballand~M]vtseatismaintainedbyapinthat .6.1.2 Suction Lijl Pumps: 

Mocks vcrtlcal movement of the. cheek ba& both ChcclC 
valvesdosc simultaneously upon rctricval. A dra&age pin is 
placed into the bottom of the baiiq to drain the sample 
dircctlyintoacolkcGonvcqcl to rcdt~ccti.xpossibiiity ofair 
oxidation. The auyk model in-Fw 2 is threaded at the 
mkkxtion allowing the addition of thrcadcd casing to 

* inacasc the sampling volume. 
6.1.1.6 Anotherapproach forobtainiugpomt source sam- 

ples employs a weighted mcsscnger 0P pneumatic change to 
“trip” plugs at cithcr end of an open tube (for cxamplc, tube 
water sampler or thief samplcr) to close the chamber (18). 
Faust, Kqmmcrcr, and Bacon samplers arc of this variety 
(14.17.19). A simple and incxpcnsivc pneumatic sampkr 
was rcccndy dcsrii by Gillham (20). The dcviac (Fii 3) 
consists of a dkposable SO mL pktstic syzingc +Mificd by 

. sawingofftheplungerandthcfing~gripsThesyringtis 1 
then attached to a gas-line by means of a rubber stopper 
assembly. The gas-line cxtcnds to the surf&cc, and is used to 
drive thcstcm-kss plunger, and to raise and lower the syringe 
into tbc hole. When the gas-line is prcssu&& the xubber .. 
plunger is held at the tip of the syringe. The sampler is .&en 
kvnvcmd into the iustalhtion, and when the dcsircd depth is 
leaahcd, the pzssluc in the gas-line is rcduaxi to atmo- 
spheric (or &htly less) and water enters the syringe. The 
sampler is then retrieved from the installation and the 
syringe dctadxd from the ga~+line, After the tip is sealed, the 
syringe is used as a short-mm storage container. A number 

6U.l Three types of suction lift pumps arc the dir# 
line, ccutrifugal, and puistaltic. A mqjor disadvantage of au 
suction pump. is that it is limited in its ability to raisi wate 
bythchcadavailablcfromatmosphcricpressme, Thus, iftb 
~of~cwattrismo~thanabout25ftbelow~ 
pump, water may not bc withdrawn. ‘The theoretical sucti01 
limit is about 34 A, but most suctioxm pumps arc capable a 
maintaining a water lift of only 25 ft or less. 

‘6.1.2.2 Mauy suction pumps draw the water throu@ 
some sort of volutc in which impellers, pistons, or 0th~ 
devices opcratc to induct a ‘vacuum Such pumps ax 
probably unacccptabk for most sampling purposes becaus 
they arc usually coustructcd of common mate&Is such a 
brass or mild stcd and may cxposc sampIes to lubxicant! 
They often induce very low prcssmcs around rotating vane 
or other such parts such that dcga&ng or even cavitation 
mayoccur.Thcycanmixairwith~c~plcvia~leak 
in the casing, and they arc difficult to adcquatcly cl= 
bctwccn uses. Such pumps arc aazptabk for purging a 
wells, but should ‘not gcnually be used for sampling 

6.1.2.3 One cxccption to the above statements is a perj 
staltic pump. A pcrktaltic pump, is a self-priming, 107 
volume suction .pump w&31 consists of a rotor with pa! 
bearing rollers (21). Flexible tubing is inserted around th 
pump rotor and sQucczcd by heads as they evolve in 
circular pattern around the rotor. One end of the tubing i 
placed into the well while the other end can bc connccte 
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dirdy to a m&&g yesset At the.rotor mok a r&teed 
prcssurc is cmated in the well tubing and an incmascd 
pnssun (40 psii on the tube leaving the rotor head. A drive 
shah connected to the rotor head can bc extended so that 
multiple rotor heads oan be attached to a sir@ dri~c shaft. 

6.1.2.4 The pcrktaltic pump moves the liquid totally 
within the sample tube. No part of the pump contacts the’ 
liquid. l-he sample. may stifl be dcgassed (oavitation is 
unlikely) but the prqbkms due to contact with the pump 
mcchankm are eliminated. Perkhic pumps do require a 
Sriy flexible section of tubii within the pumphead itself, A 
section of silicone tubing is commonly used within the 
pcrktaltic pumphead, but other types of tubii can be used 
parkuhuiy for the scotions extending into the well or from 
the pump to the rccciving container. The National Council 
of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream hnprovcment (22) 
recommends using medical grade silicone tubing for 5rganic 
sampling purposes as the staudard grade nscs an organic 
Yuleanizing agent which has been shown to lcaeh into 
samples Medical grade siIicone tube is, however, Limited to 
use over a restricted range ofambient tcmpcratures. Various 
manufacturers of&r tubing lined with TFE-fluorocarbon or 
Viton’ for use with their pumps Gibb (1, 8) found little 
diffcmnce bdwten samples withdrawn by a pcrktaltic pump 
and those taken by a baikr. 

6.f.2.5 A direct method of cokcting a sample by suction 
consists of lowering one end of a length of plastic tubing into 
the well or piczomcter. The opposite end of the tubing is 
conncetcd to a two way stopper bottle and a hand held or 

’ Yiton is a tradaauk of E t du F’ont de Ncmoun k Co., WlmingtotkDE 
19898 and has ken found suitable for this purpou. 

. . ,/A, 

.* . . 

mechanical vacuum pump is attached to a second tubing 
leaving the bottle. A check valve is attached bctwcen the twr ‘:,-, 
fines to maintain a constant vacuum controL A sample CZQ, T- ‘t 
then be dmwt..directly into the c5lfecti5n vcsscf without 
contacting the pump mcehankn (S, 23,24& 

6.12.6 A ccnuifugal pump can be attached to a length of 
plastic tubing that is iowcred into the well. A foot valvt is 
usuallyattachcdtothccndofthewellNbingtoassisrin 
priming the tube. The rnsidmum lift is about 4.6 m (15 ft) 
for such an arrangement (23.2526). 

6.X.2.7 Sucti5a pump approaches of&r a simple sample 
retrieval method for shallow monitoring. The dircet line 
method is extremely portable though considerable oxidation 
and mixing may occur.duringcolkction. A ctntrifbgal pump 
will agitate the sample to an even greater degree although 
pumping rates of 19 to 151 Lpm (5 to 40 gpm) can be 
attain&. A puistaltic pump provides a fowcr sampling rate 
with less agitation than the other tw5 pumps. The with- 
drawal rate of peristaltic pumps can bc cardUly rcgulatcd by 
adjustment of the rotor head rev.olution. 

6.128 Allthrcesysttmscanbespc&llydcsigncdsothat 
the water sample contacts only the TFE flouroearbon or 
silicone tubing prior to sample bottle entry. Scpamte tubing 
is recommended for each well or piezomctcr sampled. 

6.1.3 Ekoic SubmibIe Pumps: 
6.1.3.1 A submcrsiile pump consists of a scaled ekctrk 

motor that powers a piston or helical single thread worm at a 
high t-pm. Water is brought to the surfkce through an a- 
tube. Such pumps have been used in the water well industry 
for years and many designs exist (5,X). y- 

6.1.3.2 Submersible pumps provide rclatiiyey high dk 
.) 

charge rates for water withdrawal at depths beyond SUCtiOU 
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FIG 8 PosStiveDisplacement Syringe Pump 

lift capabilities. A battery operated unit 3.6 cm (1.4 in.) in 
diameter and with a 4.5 Lpm (1.2 gpm) flow rate at 33.5 m 
(110 fi) has been dcvclopcd (27). Another submctsiik pump 
bas%n outer diameter of 11.4 cm (4.5 in.) and cari pump 
water from 91 m (300 ft). Pumping rates vary up to 53.0 

* Lpm (14 gpm)dcpe&ing upon the depth of the pump (Zs). 
. . 6.1.3.3 A submetsiile pump provides higher extraction 

rates than many other methods. Considerable sample. agita- 
tion results, however, in the well and inxbe colkction tube 
during transport. The possibility of introducing trace metals 
into the sample from pump materials also exists Steam 
cleaning of the unit-foIlowed by rinsing with unchlotinatcd, 
deionized water is suggcstcd between sampling when analysis 
for organics in the parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion 
(ppb) range is required (29). 

6.1.4 Gas-Lfji Pumps: 
6.1.4.1 Gas-lift pumps use compxessed air to bring a water 

sample to the surface. Water is fonxd up an cductor pipe 
that may be the outer casing or a smalkr diameter pipe 
insert& into the well annulus below the water level (30,31). 

6.1.4.2 A similar principle is used for a unit that consists 
of a small diameter plastic tube perforated in the lower end. 
This tube is.placcd within anotbcr tube of slightly larger 
diameter. Compressed air is injected into the inner tube; tbc 
air bubbles through the perforations, thenby lifting the water 
sampk via the annulus between the outer and inner tubing 
(32). In practice, the cductor line should be submerged to a 
depth equal to 60 % of the total submerged cductor length 
during.pumping (26). A 40 % ratio is considered optimal 
although a 30 5% submergence ratio is adequate. 
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6.lk3 The sonrcc of compress&I gas may bc a haad 
pump for depths generally less than 7.6 m (u ft). For greater 
depths, air compttssors, pksmized air bottles, and air 
compressed from an automobile cnginc have been used 

6.1.4.4 As dpady mentioned, gas-Sift methods result in 
considerable sample agitation and mixing within the we& 
and cannot bc uspd for samples which @I bc tested for 
volatile 0rganicsThe eductor pipe or weighted plastic tubing 
is a potential somce of sample contaminatioi~ In addition, 
Gibb (8) urm~ercd difkulties in sampling for inorganic& 
These difficul~es were attributed to changes in radox, pH, 

and species transSormation due to solubility constant 
cbangcs resulting from strippin& oxidation, and pressure 
changes. 

6J.5 Gas Displawmmt pumps: ’ 
6.1.5.1 Gas displacement or gas drive pumps ate distin- 

guisbetl t?om gaslift pumps by the method of sample 
timsport. Gas displacement pumps force a disuete column 
of water to the surface via mdchanical lift Without CxtensiYC 
mixing of the~pxsurixd gas and water as occurs withair-Iift 
equipment. The principle is shown schematically in Frg ,--I 
Water fills the chamber. A positive pressure is applied to 
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&s line dosing the sampler check valve and forcing water up 
the sample line- By removing the pressure the-ycle can be 
repeat& Vacuum can also be used in conjunctIon with the 
gas (30). The device can be permanently installed in the well 
.(3& 34,3!5) or I&v&& into the well (56,.37). 

6: I.52 A more complicated two st@e de&n constructed 
of glass *th check valves made. of TFE-fiuorocarbon has 
been amstructcd (38.39). The unit was designed specificaUy 
for sample testing for trace level organics. Continuous flow 
rates up to 2.3 Lpm (0.6 gpm) are possible with a 5.1 cm (2 
in.) &ameter unit 

6.1.5.3 Gas displacement pumps have also been devel- 
oped with multiple functions. The water sample in Fig- 5 
provides piezometric data measuremer$s with an internally 
mounted transducer (40). A sample with its transducer 
exposed externally for piezometric measureme+ is i&s- 
mid h Fig.‘6 (41). The sensor can activate the gas sburceaf ” 
the surf&e to cause sample chamber pressm%tion at the 
predetermined depth. Another design can be used as a water 
sampier or as a tool for injecting brine or other txacers into a 
well (42). 

6.154 Gas displacement pumps offer reasonable poten- 
tial for preserving sample integrity because little of the 
driving gas comes in contact with the sample as the sample is 
conveyed to the surface by a positive-p-ure- There is, 
however, a potential loss of dissolved gasses or contamina- 
tion from the driving gas and the housing materials. 

6.1.6 Btadiier Pwnps: 
6.1.6-l Bladder pumps, also refked to & &-operated 

squizeze pumps, consist ofa flexible membraue endosed by a 
rigid ho* Water enters the membrane through a check 
valve in the vessel bottom; compressed gas $jeUcd into t&c 
cavity between the housing and bla+k forces the sample 
through a check valve at the top of the membrane and into a 
we line (Fi% 7). Water is pnvtntcd from reentering 
the bladder by the top check valve- l-he process is repeated to 
cy@e the water to the surface- Samples taken from depths of 
30.5 m (100 fi) have been sported . 

6.1.6.2 A variety of design modifications and materials 
arc available (43.44). Bladder materials indude neopreue, 
rubber, ethylene propylene terpolymer (EP.T.), nitrile, and 
the fluorocarbon Vitox~-~ A bladder made of TJ?E-fluoro- 
carbon is also under development (45). Automated sampling 
systems have been developed to control the time betwttn 
pressurization cydes (46). 

6.1.6.3 Bladder pumps provide an adaptable samplias 
tool due primarily to the number of bladder shapes that arc 
feasible. These devices have a distinct advantage ovef m 
displacement pumps in that then ti no contact with tk 
driving gas. Disadvantages include the large gas v01u.m~ 
required, low pumping rates, and potential contamiM~0~ 
from many of the bladder materials, the rigid housing, 01 
both. 

6.1.7 Gas Driven Piston Pumps: 
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6.1.7.1 A simple and inexpensive example of a gas driven 
piston pump is a syr@e pump (47). The pump (Frg. 8) is 
constructed from a 50 mL plastic syringe with plunger stem 
removed. The device is connected to a gas line to the surf& 
‘and the sample passes through’ a chak valve arrangement to 
H sampling container at the &rfkc. By succcssivciy appiying 
positive and negative pmssum to the gas-line, the plunge IS 
activated driving water to the surkc. 

6.1.7.2 A double piston pump powered by comprcsscd air ” 
is iliustratcd in ‘Fig. 9. Prcssukcd gas enters the chamber 
between the pistons, the alternating chamber pmssurimtion 
activates the piston which allows water entry during the 
suction stroke of the piston and forces the sample to the 
surface during the pnzssurc stroke 8 (48). Pumping rates 
bctwccn 9.5 and 30.3 l&r (2.5 to S.gai/hr) have been. 
reported from 30.5 .m.(iOO fIJ. Depths in cxccss of 457 m 
(1500 ft) am possibic. * 

6.1.7.3 The gas piston pump provides continuous sample 
withdrawalatdepthsgrcatcrthanispossibltwith~ostoth# 
approaches. Ncvcrthclcss, contribution .of tract cicmcnts 
fiomthestainlcsssttcl~~~isapotcatialproblcmand 
thc@atltityofgasuscdGgnifi~~ 

6.1.8 Packer Pump Anange 
6.1.8.1 A padux pump armngemcnt ,providcs a means by 

whidt two expandabic ‘padccrs” isoiatc a sampiing unit ’ 
bchvecu two packers pithin a wciL Since the hydraulic or 
pneumatic activated packcrs are wcdgcd against thc.casing 
wall or screc& the sampling unit wiii obtain water samples 
only from the isolated wdl portion. The packers aq deflated 
for wxtical movcmcnt within the wcii and inflated when the 
desired depth is attain& Submcrsiiic, gas ii.& and suction 
pumps can be used for sampling. The packers arc usually 
constntcted fkom some type of rubber or rubber compound 
(48,49, SO, 51). A packer pump uuit c&stiug of a vacuum 
sampler positioned bctwccn two packers is ihustmted in Fw. 
10 (52). 

6.1.8.2 A packer assembly aiiows the isolation of dkrctc 
sampling, points within a well. A number of different 
sampiers an be hated between the pitdcers depending, 
upon the anaiyticai~spccilications for sam$c testing Vcrticai 
movement of water outside the well casiug during sampling 
is possiilc with packer pumps but dcpcncis upon the 
pumping rate and subsequent ,disnubancc. Dctcrioxation of 
the cxpandabic matcriais wili occur with time with the 
increased possibility of undcsirabk organic contaminants 
contributing to the water sampic. 

7. Sample Contah~crs aad Prcsenation 
7.1 Compictc and unequivocal prcscrvation of samples, 

whether domestic wastewater, industriai was@, or naturai 
waters, is practicaiiy impossible. At best, preservation tcch- 

. niqucs only retard the chcmicai and biological changes that 
inevitably continue aficr the sample is removed from the 
som Thcrcfon, insuring the timciy anaiysis of a sample 
should be one of the forrmost considerations in the sampling 
plan schcduic. Methods of preservation arc somewhat lim- 
itcd and arc intended to retard biologioal action, .rctard 
hydrolysis- of chemical compounds and complexes, and 
rexhcc the volatility of constituents. Preservation methods 
are generally limited to pH control, chemical addition, 
refrigeration and freezing. For water samples, immediate 

reffigem~on just above freezing (4% in wet ice) is often the 
best preservation technique available, but it is not the only 
measure nor is it applicable in all cases. There may be spc * * 
cases whcrc it might be. prudent to include a recor. -+ 
thermometer in the sample shipment.to verify the maximu. 
and minimum tempcraturc to which the samples wcrc 
expose& ‘Incxpcnsive devices for this purpose arc availabk. 

7.2 Ail bottles and containers must be specially prc- . 
cleaned, prc-labelled, and oqanized in icc-chcsts (isolating 
samples and sampling cquipmcnt from the cnvironmcnt) 
before one goes into the field. otherwise, in any compmhcn- 
sivc program utter chaos usually develops in the field or 
laboratory. The time in the field is very valuable and shoutd 
be spent on taking field notes, mcasummcnts, and in 
documenting sampie& not on iabelling and organizing sam- 
ples. Thc&orc, the sampling plan should indude dear 
instrnctions to the sampling pusonncl conaming the &for- 
mation rcquircd iu the field data record logbook (notebook), 
the. information needed on container iabeis for idcntifioa- 
tion, the chain-of-custody protocols, and the methods for 
preparing ficid bianics and spiked sampk Ekampte of 
detailed plans and documentation proccdurcs have been 
pubiishcd (14,53). 

73 The exact mquimmcnts for the volumes of sampie 
nedlcdandthenumbtrotcontainerstousemay~fiom ‘. 
laboratory to iabomtory. This wili depend on the specific 
anaIyses to bc puform~ the conccntmtion icvcisof intcrc$ 2 
and the individual iaboratoxy protocol The manager of the 
sampiing program shouid make no assumptions about the 
&botatoty analyses. He should discuss the analyfical quire- 
merits of the sampling program in dctaii with the labota~ ..,.&, 
coordinator beforehand. This is especially the cast St 
some analysts and preservation measures mllstbcperformc,. 
at the laboratory as soon as possible after the samples arrive, 
Thus, appropriate arrangements must lx made. 

7.4 There arc a number of cxcchcnt rcfcrcnccs avaihiblc 
whkh list the containers and pmscrva tion techniques appro- 
p&c for water and soils (13, 14, SO, 54, 55 56). The 
“Handbook for Sampiing and Sample preservation of Water 
and Wastcwaw- is au excellent rcfercuce and perhaps the 
most comprehensive one (14). Souic of this idomxition is 
summa&cd in Table I. 

7.5 SampIc containcts for tract organic samples nquire 
spedal dcaning and handling considerations (57). The 
sample container for purgcabic organics consist of a screw- 
cap vial (25 to 125 mL) fitted with a TFEnouroizbon &cd 
silicone septum. The viai is seated in the laboratory immedi- 
ately after dcauiug and is oaly opened in the field just prior 
to pouring sample into it. The water sample then must bc 
se&d into’ the viai hbdspace fice (no air bubbles) and 
immcdiatcly cooled (4X’) for shipment. Multiple samples 
(usually about four taken from one larize sample container) 
are taken because lcakagc of uMaincrs may cause losses, 
may ahow, air to enter the containers, and may gauze 
erroneous analysis of some constituents. Also, some a.naiyscs 
arc best conducted on independent protected Sampk.. 

7.6 The purgeable samples must be analyzed by the 
iaboratory within 14 days after cokction, unless thGy are ‘*. 
be analyzed for acroiein or acrylonitrile (in Which case t .---- -;i 
arc to bc analyzed within 3 days). For samples for sol-. 
extractions (extractable organ&base neutrals, acids anti 
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pesticides), the sample bottles arc narrow mouth, scrW cap 
: __.. quart bottks or half+lon bottles that have been prrcleaned, 

ph 
rinsed with the urtracting organic solvent and oven dried at 
105% for at kast I b These bottles must he scaled with 

‘.. . . 

. 

TFE-fluorocarbon lined caps(Note). Samples for organic 
extraction must be cxtrkted within, 7 days and analyzed 

‘, within 30 days after cxtractior~ Special pre-deaned, solvent 
rinsed and oven-dried stainless steel bcakcts (one for each 
monitoring well) may be used for transfkrringsampics from 

, tjte ,sampling device to the sample containers. 1 . 

NOTE-W& cokcting sampb. tbc b&cs sboukl not k ovafii 
or $awinsbQ with sample befoe f* because oil and other materials 
may remain in the bottle. This can capsc cxrody high e5ult.s 

7.7 For a number of grotaudwater parameters, the most 
&nit&u1 measunmcnts ate those made in the field at the. 

. time of sample collection 0rM Icast at an on-site laboratory. . These indude the water lcvd’in the w6ll apd parameters that 
sometimes can change rapidly with storage A dkcussion of 
the various techniques for measuring the water level in the . 

:. well is’ contained in a NCASI publication (5) and detailed 
procedut~arc outlmcd in a.U.S. GcoIogical Survey publica- 
tion ‘(58L Ahhough a disc&on of these techniques is 
beyond the scope of this guide. it is important ti, point out 
that accurate measurements must bc made b&ore a well is 
fhtsbed or only after it has had suEcient time to recover. 
Parameters that can change rapidly with storage include 
specific conductance, pH, turbidity, redox potcntiai, dis- 
solved oxygen, and tcmpuatum. For some of the other 

. . 

parameters, the emphasis in groundwater monitoring is on 
the concentration of each specific dissolved component, not 
the total concentration of each. Samples for thex types ot 
measurements should be filtered through 0.45 pm mem. 
brane filters ideally in the’ field or rxxsibly at an on-&e 
h&oratory as soon as possible. Analyses often requiring 
filtered samples include all metals, radioactivity parameters, 
total organic carbon, dissolved’ orthophosphatc (if nckded). 
and total dissolved phosphorous (if needed)- (13, 14). 11 
metals arc to be anatyxcd, filter the sample prior to acid 
preservation. For TOC organics, the filter material should be 
tested to assure that it does not contribute to the TOC. The 
type or size of the filter to be used is not well understood. 
Hoyvcr, if rest&s of metal, TOC or other parameters that 
could be effected by solids am to be compared, the same 
filtaiug procedure must be used in each case. Repeated 
ztngIytictd, results &ould state whether the sampks were 
filtered and how they were fitcmd. . 

7.8 Shipment and teccipt of Sam&s must be coordinatcd~ 
.with the laboratory to minimize time in trausk AII samples 
for organic analysis (and many other parameters). should 
arrive at the laboratory within one day after it is shipped and 
be maintained at about 4.C with wet ice. The best way to get 
them to the laboratory in good condition is to send them in 
study insulated ice chests (coolers) c&ppcd with bottle 
dividers. 24-h courier s&cc is recommended, if personal 
delivery service is not practical. 
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SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLE ACQUISITION 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This procedure describes methods and equipment commonly used for collecting environmental 
samples of surface water and aquatic sediment either for on-site examination and chemical testing 
or for laboratory analysis. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The information presented in this SOP is generally applicable to all environmental sampling of 
surface waters (Section 5.2) and aquatic sediments (Section 5.3), except where the analyte(s) may 
interact with the sampling equipment. 

Specific sampling problems may require the adaptation of existing. equipment or design of new 
equipment. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Grab Sample - An individual sample collected from a single location at a specific time or period of 
time generally not exceeding 15 minutes. 

Composite Samole - A sample collected over time that typically consists of a series of discrete 
samples which are combined or cornposited. 

4.0 PROCEDURES 

Collecting a representative sample from surface water or sediments is difficult due to water 
movement, stratification or patchiness. To collect representative samples, one must standardize 
sampling bias related to site selection; sampling frequency; sample collection; sampling (devices; 
and sample handling, preservation, and identification. 

Representativeness is a qualitative description of the degree to which an individual sample 
accurately reflects population characteristics or parameter variations at a sampling point. It is 
therefore an important quality not only of assessment and quantification of environmental threats 
posed by the site, but also for providing information for engineering design and construction. Proper 
sample location, selection, and collection methods are important to ensure that a truly representative 
sample has been collected. Regardless of scrutiny and quality control applied during laboratory 
analyses, reported data are only as good as the confidence that can be placed on the 
representativeness of the samples. 

4.1 Defining the SamDlimz Program 

Many factors must be considered in developing a sampling program for surface water or sediments 
including study objectives; accessibility; site topography; flow, mixing and other Iphysical 
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characteristics of the water body; point and diffuse sources of contamination; and personnel and 
equipment available to conduct the study. For waterborne constituents, dispersion depends on the 
vertical and lateral mixing within the body of water. For sediments, dispersion depends on bottom 
current or flow characteristics, sediment characteristics (density, size) and geochemical properties 
(which effect adsorption/desorption). The sampling plan must therefore reflect not only the mixing 
characteristics of streams and lakes, but also the role of fluvial-sediment transport, deposition, and 
chemical sorption. 

4.1.1 Sampling Program Objectives 

The objective of surface water sampling is to determine the surface water quality entering, leaving 
or remaining within the site. The scope of the sampling program must consider the sources and 
potential pathways for transport of contamination to or within a surface water body. Sources may 
include point sources (leaky tanks, outfalls, etc.) or nonpoint sources (e.g., spills). The major 
pathways for surface water contamination (not including airborne deposition are: (a) overland 
runoff, (b) leachate influx to the waterbody; (c) direct waste disposal (solid or liquid) into the water 
body; and (d) groundwater flow influx to the water body. The relative importance of these 
pathways, and therefore the design of the sampling program, is controlled by the physiographic and 
hydrologic features of the site, the drainage basin(s) which encompass the site, and the history of 
site activities. 

Physiographic and hydrologic features to be considered include slopes and runoff direction, areas 
of temporary flooding or pooling, tidal effects, artificial surface runoff controls such as berms or 
drainage ditches (when constructed relative to site operation), and locations of springs, seeps, 
marshes, etc. In addition, the obvious considerations such as the location of man-made discharge 
points to the nearest stream (intermittent or flowing), pond, lake, estuary, etc., shall be considered. 

, ___ 

A more subtle consideration in designing the sampling program is the potential for dispersion of. 
dissolved or sediment-associated contaminants away Corn the source. The dispersion could lead to 
,a more homogeneous distribution of contamination at low or possibly nondetectable concentrations. 
Such dispersion does not, however, always readily occur throughout the entire body of water; the 
mixing may be limited to specific flow streams within the water body. For example, obtaining a 
representative sample of contamination from the center of a channel immediately below an outfall 
or a tributary is difficult because the inflow frequently follows a stream bank with little lateral 
mixing for some distance. Sampling alternatives to overcome this situation are: (1) move the site 
far enough downstream to allow for adequate mixing, or (2) collect integrated samples in a cross 
section. Also, nonhomogeneous distribution is a particular problem with regard to sediment- 
associated contaminants which may accumulate in low-energy environments while higher-energy 
areas (main stream channels) near the source may show no contaminant accumulation. 

The distribution of particulates within a sample itself is an important consideration. Many organic 
compounds are only slightly water soluble and tend to adsorb on particulate matter. Nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and the heavy metals also may be transported by particulates. Samples will be collected 
with a representative amount of suspended material; transfer from the sampling device shall include 
transferring a proportionate amount of the suspended material. 
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The fast step in selecting sampling locations; therefore, is to review site history, define hydrologic 
boundaries and features of the site, and identify the sources, pathways and potential distribution of 
contamination based on these considerations. The numbers, types and general locations of required 
samples upgradient, on site and downgradient can then be identified. 

4.1.2 Location of Sampling Stations 

Accessibility is the primary factor affecting sampling costs. The desirability and utility of a sample 
for analysis and description of site conditions must be balanced against the costs of collection as 
controlled by accessibility. Wading or sampling from a stream bank often is sufficient for springs, 
seeps, and small streams. Bridges or piers are the first choice for locating a sampling station on a 
larger stream or small river; they provide ready access and also permit the sampling technician to 
sample any point across the stream or river. A boat or pontoon (with an associated increase in cost) 
may be needed to sample locations on lakes and reservoirs, as well as those on larger rivers. 
Frequently, however, a boat will take longer to cross a water body and will hinder manipulation of 
the sampling equipment. 

If it is necessary to wade into the water body to obtain a sample, the sampler shall be careful to 
minimize disturbance of bottom sediments and must enter the water body downstream of the 
sampling location. If necessary, the sampling technician shall wait for the sediments to settle before 
taking a sample. Use of boats or wading to collect samples requires the use of U. S. Coast Guard 
approved personal flotation devices (PFDs). 

Sampling in marshes or tidal areas may require the use of an all-terrain-vehicle (ATV). The same 
precautions mentioned above with regard to sediment disturbance will apply. 

The availability of stream- flow and sediment discharge records can be an important consideration 
in choosing sampling sites in streams. Stream flow data in association with contaminant 
concentration data are essential for estimating the total contaminant load carried by the stream. If 
a gaging station is not conveniently located on a selected stream, obtaining stream flow data by 
direct or indirect methods shall be explored. 

4.1.3 Frequency of Sampling 

The sampling frequency and the objectives of the sampling event will be defined. For single-event, 
site- or area-characterization sampling, both bottom material and overlying water samples shall be 
collected at the specified sampling stations. If valid data are available on the distribution of the 
contaminant between the solid and aqueous phases it may be appropriate to sample only one phase, 
although this often is not recommended. If samples are collected primarily for monitoring purposes, 
consisting of repetitive, continuing measurements to define variations and trends at a given location, 
water samples shall be collected at established and consistent intervals, as specified in the Sampling 
and Analysis Plan (often monthly or quarterly), and during droughts and floods. Samples of bottom 
material shall be collected from fresh deposits at least yearly, and preferably during both spring and 
fall seasons. 

The variability in available water quality data shall be evaluated before deciding on the number and 
collection frequency of samples required to maintain an effective monitoring program. 



4.2 Surface Water Samnle Collection 

This section presents methods for collection of samples from various surface water bodies, as well 
as a description of types of surface water sampling equipment. The guidance in this section should 
be used to develop specific sampling procedures based on site conditions and investigation goals. 
A summary of sampling techniques and procedures is given in Section 5.2.5. 

4.2.1 Streams, Rivers, Outfalls and Drainage Features (Ditches, Culverts) 

Methods for sampling streams, rivers, outfalls and drainage features at a single point vary from the 
simplest of hand sampling procedures to the more sophisticated multi-point sampling techniques 
known as the equal-width-increment (EWI) method or the equal-discharge-increment (EDI) method. 

Samples from different depths or cross-sectional locations, collected during the same sampling 
episode, shall be cornposited. However, samples collected along the length of the watercourse or 
at different times may reflect differing inputs or dilutions and therefore shall not be cornposited. 
Generally, the number and type of samples to be collected depend on the river’s width, depth, 
discharge, and amount of suspended sediment. With a greater number of individual points sampled, 
it is more likely that the composite sample will truly represent the overall characteristics of the 
water. 

In small streams less than about 20 feet wide, a sampling location can generally be found where the 
water is well mixed. In such cases, a single grab sample taken at mid-depth in the center of the 
channel is adequate to represent the entire cross-section. 

For larger streams greater than three feet in depth, two samples at each station shall be taken from 
just below the surface, and just above the bottom. 

4.2.2 Lakes, Ponds and Reservoirs 

Lakes, ponds, and reservoirs have a much greater tendency to stratify according to physical or 
chemical differences than rivers and streams. The relative lack of mixing requires that more samples 
be obtained. 

The number of water sampling locations on a lake, pond, or impoundment will vary with the size 
and shape of the basin. In ponds and small lakes, a single vertical composite at the deepest point 
may be sufficient. Similarly, the measurement of DO, pH, temperature, etc., is conducted on each 
aliquot of the vertical composite. In naturally-formed ponds, the deepest point may have to be 
determined empirically; in impoundments, the deepest point is usually near the dam. 

In lakes and larger reservoirs, several vertical grab samples shall be composited to form a single 
sample. These vertical samples often are collected along a transect or grid. In some cases, it may 
be of interest to form separate composites of epilimnetic and hypolimnetic zones. In a stratified 
lake, the epilimnion is the thermocline which is exposed to the atmosphere. The hypolimnion is the 
lower, “confined” layer which is only mixed with the epilimnion and vented to the atmosphere 
during seasonal “overturn” (when density stratification disappears). These two zones may thus have 
very different concentrations of contaminants if input is only to one zone, if the contaminants are 
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volatile (and therefore vented from the epilimnion but not the hypolimnion), or if the epilimnion 
only is involved in short-term flushing (i.e., inflow from or outflow to shallow streams). Normally, 
however, a composite sample consists of several vertical samples collected at various depths. 

As it is likely that poor mixing may occur in lakes with irregular shape (with bays and coves that are 
protected from the wind), separate composite samples may be needed to adequately represent water 
quality. Similarly, additional samples are recommended where discharges, tributaries, land use 
characteristics, and other such factors are suspected of influencing water quality. 

Many lake measurements now are made in-situ using sensors and automatic readout or recording 
devices. Single and multi-parameter instruments are available for measuring temperature, depth, 
pH, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, some cations and 
anions, and light penetration. 

4.2.3 Estuaries 

Estuarine areas are by definition among those zones where inland freshwaters (both surface and 
ground) mix with marine waters. Estuaries generally are categorized into three types dependent 
upon freshwater inflow and mixing properties. Knowledge of the estuary type is necessary to 
determine sampling locations: 

0 Mixed estuary - characterized by the absence of a vertical halocline (gradual or no 
marked increase in salinity in the water column) and a gradual increase in salinity 
seaward. Typically this type of estuary is shallow and is found in major freshwater 
sheetflow areas. Being well mixed, the sampling locations are not critical in this 
type of estuary. 

0 Salt wedge estuary - characterized by a sharp vertical increase in salinity and 
stratified freshwater flow along the surface. In these estuaries the vertical mixing 
forces cannot override the density differential between fresh and saline waters. IQ 
effect, a salt wedge tapering inland moves horizontally, back and forth, with the 
tidal phase. If contamination is being introduced into the estuary from upstream, 
water sampling from the salt wedge may miss it entirely. 

0 Oceanic estuary - characterized by salinities approaching fill strength oceanic 
waters. Seasonally, freshwater inflow is small with the preponderance of the fresh- 
saline water mixing occurring near, or at, the shore. line. 

Sampling in estuarine areas normally is based upon the tidal phases, with samples collected on 
successive slack tides (i.e., when the tide turns). Estuarine sampling programs shall include vertical 
salinity measurements coupled with vertical dissolved oxygen and temperature profiles. 

4.2.4 Surface Water Sampling Equipment 

The selection of sampling equipment depends on the site conditions and sample type required. The 
most frequently used samplers are: 
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0 Dip sampler * 
0 Weighted bottle 
0 Kemmerer 
0 Depth-Integrating Sampler 

- 

The dip sampler and the weighted bottle sampler are used most often. 

The criteria for selecting a sampler include: 

0 Disposable and/or easily decontaminated 
0 Inexpensive (if the item is to be disposed of) 
0 Ease of operation 
0 Nonreactive/noncontaminating - Teflon-coating, glass, stainless steel or PVC 

sample chambers are preferred (in that order) 

Each sample (grab or each aliquot collected for compositing) shall be measured for: specific 
conductance; temperature; pH; and dissolved oxygen (optional) as soon as it is recovered. These 
analyses will provide information on water mixing/stratification and potential contamination. 

4.2.4.1 Dip Sampling 

Water often is sampled by filling a container, either attached to a pole or held directly, from just 
beneath the surface of the water (a dip or grab sample). Constituents measured in grab samples are 
only indicative of conditions near the surface of the water and may not be a true representation of 
the total concentration that is distributed throughout the water column and in the cross section. 
Therefore, whenever possible it is recommended to augment dip samples with samples that represent 
both dissolved and suspended constituents, and both vertical and horizontal distributions. Dip 
sampling often is’the most appropriate sampling method for springs, seeps, ditches, and small 
streams. 

‘-- 

4.2.4.2 Weig;htedg 

A grab sample also can be taken using a weighted holder that allows a sample to be lowered to any 
desired depth, opened for filling, closed, and returned to the surface. This allows discrete sampling 
with depth. Several of these samples can be combined to provide a vertical composite. 
Alternatively, an open bottle can be lowered to the bottom and raised to the surface at a uniform rate 
so that the bottle collects sample throughout the total depth and is just filled on reaching the surface. 
The resulting sample using either method will roughly approach what is known as a depth-integrated 
sample. 

A closed .weighted bottle sampler consists of a stopped glass or plastic bottle, a weight and/or 
holding device, and lines to open the stopper and lower or raise the bottle. The procedure for 
sampling is as follows: 

0 Gently lower the sampler to the desired depth so as not to remove the stopper 
prematurely (watch for bubbles). 
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0 Pull out the stopper with a. sharp jerk of the sampler line. 

0 Allow the bottle to fill completely, as evidenced by the absence of air bubbles. 

0 Raise the sampler and cap the bottle. 

0 Decontaminate the outside of the bottle. The bottle can be used as the sample 
container (as long as original bottle is an approved container). 

4.2.4.3 Kemmerer 

If samples are desired at a specific depth, and the parameters to be measured do not require a Teflon 
coated sampler, a standard Kemmerer sampler may be used. The Kemmerer sampler is a brass, 
stainless steel or acrylic cylinder with rubber stoppers that leave the ends open while being lowered 
in a vertical position to allow free passage of water through the cylinder. A “messenger” is sent 
down the line when the sampler is at the designated depth, to cause the stoppers to close the cylinder, 
which is then raised. Water is removed through a valve to fill sample bottles. 

4.2.5 Surface Water Sampling Techniques 

Most samples taken during site investigations are grab samples. Typically, surface water sampling 
involves immersing the sample container directly in the body of water. The following suggestions 
are applicable to sampling springs, seeps, ditches, culverts, small streams and other relatively small 
bodies of water, and are presented to help ensure that the samples obtained are representative of site 
conditions: 

l 

0 

l 

0 

0 

The most representative samples will likely be collected from near mid-stream, the 
center of flow in a culvert, etc. 

Downstream samples shall be collected first, with subsequent samples taken while 
moving upstream. Care shall be taken to minimize sediment disturbance while 
collecting surface water samples. If necessary, sediment samples shall be collected 
after the corresponding surface water sample. 

Samples may be collected either by immersing the approved sample container or 
a glass or nalgene beaker into the water. Sample bottles (or beakers) which do not 
contain preservatives shall be rinsed at least once with the water to be sampled prior 
to sample collection. 

Care shall be taken to avoid excessive agitation of the water which may result in the 
loss of volatile constituents. Additionally, samples for volatile organic analyses 
shall be collected first, followed by the samples for other constituents. 

Measurements for temperature, pH, specific conductance, or other field parameters, 
as appropriate, shall be collected immediately following sample collection for 
laboratory analyses. 
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0 The sampling location shall be marked via wooden stake placed at the nearest bank 
or shore. The sampling location number shall be marked with indelible ink on the 
stake. 

0 The following information shall be recorded in the field logbook: 

Project location, date and time. 
Weather. 
Sample location number and sample identification number. 
Flow conditions (i.e., high, low, in flood, etc.) and estimate of flow rate. 
Visual description of water (i.e., clear, cloudy, muddy, etc.). 
On-site water quality measurements. 
Sketch of sampling location including boundaries of water body, sample 
location (and depth), relative position with respect to the site, location of 
wood identifier stake. 
Names of sampling personnel. 
Sampling technique, procedure, and equipment used. 

General guidelines for collection of samples from larger streams, ponds or other water bodies are 
as follows: 

l The most representative samples are obtained fi-om mid-channel at mid- stream 
depth in a well-mixed stream. 

‘--. 0 For sampling running water, it is suggested that the farthest downstream sample be 
obtained first and that subsequent samples be taken as one works upstream. Work 
may also proceed from zones suspected of low contamination to zones of high 
contamination. 

e It is suggested that sample containers which do not contain preservative be rinsed 
at least once with the water to be sampled before the sample is taken. 

0 To sample a pond or other standing body of water, the surface area may be divided 
into grids. A series of samples taken from each grid is combined into one 
composite sample, or several grids are selected at random. 

0 Care should be taken to avoid excessive agitation of the water that would result in 
the loss of volatile constituents. 

0 When obtaining samples in 40 ml septum vials for volatile organics analysis, it is 
important to exclude any air space in the top of the bottle and to be sure that the 
Teflon liner faces inward. The bottle can be turned upside down to check for air 
bubbles after the bottle is filled and capped. 

0 Do not sample at the surface unless sampling specifically for a known constituent 
which is immiscible and on top of the water. Instead, the sample container should 
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be inverted, lowered to the approximate depth, and held at about a 4.5degree angle 
with the mouth of the bottle facing upstream. 

0 Measurements for temperature, pH, specific conductance, or other field parameters, 
as appropriate shall be collected immediately following sample collection for 
laboratory analysis. 

0 Items to be recorded in the field logbook are the same as those described above for 
small streams. 

4.3 Sediment Sampliny 

Sediment samples usually are collected at the same locations as surface water samples. If only one 
sediment sample is to be collected, the sample location shall be approximately at the center of the 
water body. If, however, multiple samples are required, sediment samples should be collected along 
a cross-section to characterize the bed material. A common procedure for obtaining multiple 
samples is to sample at quarter points along the cross-section of flow. As with surface water 
samples, sediment samples should be collected ffom downstream to upstream. 

4.3.1 Sampling Equipment and Techniques 

A bottom-material sample may consist of a single scoop or core or may be a composite of several 
individual samples in the cross section. Sediment samples may be obtained using on-shore or off- 
shore techniques. 

When boats are used for sampling, U. S. Coast Guard approved personal flotation devices must be 
provided and two individuals must undertake the sampling. An additional person shall remain on- 
shore in visual contact at all times. 

The following samplers may be used to collect bottom materials: 

0 Scoop sampler 
0 Dredge samplers 
0 Bucket/hand auger 
0 Stainless steel spoon or trowel 

4.3.1.1 SCOOD Samnler 

A scoop sampler consists of a pole to which a jar or scoop is attached. The pole may be made of 
bamboo, wood or aluminum and be either telescoping or of fixed length. The scoop or jar at the end 
of the pole is usually attached using a clamp. 

If the water body can be sampled from the shore or if it can be waded, the easiest and “cleanest” way 
to collect a sediment sample is to use a scoop sampler. This reduces the potential for cross- 
contamination. This method is accomplished by reaching over or wading into the water body and, 
while facing upstream (into the current), scooping in the sample along the bottom in the upstream 
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direction. It is very difficult not to disturb fine-grained materials of the sediment-water interface 
when using this method. 

- 

4.3.1.2 Dredpes 

Dredges are generally used to sample sediments which cannot easily be obtained using coring 
devices (i.e., coarse-grained or partially-cemented materials) or when large quantities of materials 
are required. Dredges generally consist of a clam shell arrangement of two buckets. The buckets 
may either close upon impact or be activated by use of a messenger. Most dredges are heavy (up 
to several hundred pounds) and require use of a winch and crane assembly for sample retrieval. 
There are three major types of dredges: Peterson, Eckman and Ponar dredges. 

The Peterson dredge is used when the bottom is rocky, in very deep water, or when the flow velocity 
is high. The dredge shall be lowered very slowly as it approaches bottom, because it can force out 
and miss lighter materials if allowed to drop freely. 

The Eckman dredge has only limited usefulness. It ,performs well where bottom material is 
unusually soft, as when covered with .organic sludge or light mud. It is unsuitable, however, for 
sandy, rocky, and hard bottoms and is too light for use in streams with high flow velocities. 

The Ponar dredge is a Peterson dredge modified by the addition of side plates and a screen on the 
top of the sample compartment. The screen over the sample compartment permits water to pass 
through the sampler as it descends thus reducing the “shock wave” and permits direct access to the. 
secured sample without opening the closed jaws. The Ponar dredge is easily operated by one person 
in the same fashion as the Peterson dredge. The Ponar dredge is one of the most effective samplers 
for general use on all types of substrates. Access to the secured sample through the covering screens 
permits subsampling of the secured material with coring tubes or Teflon scoops, thus minimizing 
the chance of metal contamination from the frame of the device. 

’ 
,-. 

4.3.1.3 Bucket (Hand) Auger 

Bucket (hand) augering is a viable method for collecting sediment samples in narrow, intermittent 
streams or tidal flats. Typically, a 4-inch auger bucket with a cutting head is pushed and twisted into 
the ground and removed as the bucket is filled. The auger hole is advanced one bucket at a time, to 
a depth specified in the project plans. 

When a specific vertical sampling interval is required, one auger bucket is used to advance the auger 
hole to the first desired sampling depth. If the sample at this location is to be a vertical composite 
of all intervals, the same bucket may be used to advance the hole, as well collect subsequent samples 
in the same hole. However, if discrete grab samples are to be collected to characterize each depth, 
a new bucket must be placed on the end of the auger extension immediately prior to collecting the 
next sample. The top several inches of sediment should be removed from the bucket to minimize 
the changes of cross-contamination of the sample from fall-in of material from the upper portions 
of the hole. The bucket auger should be decontaminated between samples. 
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4.3.1.4 Stainless Steel Spoon or Trowel 

For loosely packed sediments, a stainless steel scoop or trowel can be used to collect a representative 
sample, in narrow intermittent streams or tidal flats. 

Use the scoop or trowel to collect the sample from a desired depth. Remove heavy debris, rocks, 
and twigs before collecting the sample. Immediately transfer the sample to the appropriate sample 
container. Attach a label and identification tag. Record all required information in the field logbook 
and on the sample log sheet, chain-of-custody record, and other required forms. 

4.3.2 Sediment Sampling Procedure 

The following general procedure should be used, where applicable, for sampling sediment from 
springs, seeps, small streams, ditches, or other similar small bodies of water. Procedures sampling 
larger bodies of water (i.e., rivers, lakes, estuaries, etc.) should be developed on a project-specific 
basis, as needed. 

0 Sediment samples shall be collected only after the corresponding surface water 
sample has been collected, if one is to be collected. 

0 Sediment samples shall be collected from downstream locations to upstream 
locations. 

0 Samples shall be collected by excavating a sufficient amount of bottom material 
using a scoop, beaker, spoon, trowel, or auger. Samples should be collected with 
the sampling device facing upstream and the sample collected from downstream to 
upstream. Care should be taken to minimize the loss of fmsgrained materiials from 
the sample. 

0 The sample shall be transferred to the appropriate sample containers. Sampling 
personnel shall use judgment in removing large piant fragments to limit biaLs caused 
by bio-organic accumulation. 

0 The sampling location shall be marked via a wooden stake placed at the nearest 
bank or shore. The sample location number shall be marked on the stake with 
indelible ink. 

0 The following information shall be recorded in the field logbook: 

b Project location, date and time. 
t Weather. 
b Sample location number and sample identification number. 
t Flow conditions. 
b Sketch of sampling location including boundaries of water body, sample 

location, water depth, sample collection depth, relative position with 
respect to the site, location of wooden identifier stake. 

t Chemical analyses to be performed. 
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5.0 QUAiJTY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

The description of the sampling event in the field logbook shall serve as a quality assurance record. 
Other records include chain-of-custody and sample analysis request forms. 
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